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This work is dedicated to my parents, who raised me, in their own ways, to love justice, 

integrity, honor, and all that is good; and to the victims of violent crimes, who show me 

why these things are important. 
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ABSTRACT 

Worldwide crime statistics indicate that while the firearm is the instrument of choice 

used in the commission of homicide, bladed weapons run a very close second. This 

being the case, the analysis of these implements and the cut marks they create in soft 

and osseous tissues demands the attention of the medico-legal and law enforcement 

community, particularly forensic pathologists and anthropologists. To this end, the 

author and several colleagues inflicted stab wounds with three pairs of common 

serrated-edged kitchen knives of differing blade structures to the thoracic areas of three 

euthanized domestic pigs (Sus scrofa) and examine the cut marks delivered by these 

knives to the ribs in order to generate an inventory of traits specific to each type of 

knife. This inventory consists of a combination of gross morphological and microscopic 

properties resulting from a three-tiered analysis: a visual examination, a low-power 

magnification examination, and an examination under scanning electron microscopy. 

The results indicate that wounds inflicted with the five-inch Farberware knife used can 

generally be distinguished by a large width between cut walls, little evidence of bone 

chipping or splintering, some lip formation visible along the cut wound edges, and walls 

manifesting an uneven, undulating appearance with wide, blocky, V-shaped cut floors; 

wounds inflicted with the five-inch and eight-inch Ekco "Flint" .knives can be 

characterized by a moderate or marked degree of wound edge separation, some 

evidence of bone chipping and splintering, some lip formation that may show a cloven 

appearance, and walls that manifest an uneven, stepped appearance with extremely 

tapered cut floors; and wounds inflicted with the five-inch and eight-inch Henckels 

"Eversharp-Pro• knives are differentiated by their moderate degree of wound edge 

separation, a great deal of bone chipping and splintering, little to no lip formation, and 

walls that manifest an uneven, clean appearance with but slightly pointed LI-shaped cut 
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floors. Additionally, directionality of cutting stroke may be obtained by careful 

examination of both chipping/splintering and lip formation features. No differences 

were found between the five-inch and eight-inch knife of each pair. It is noted that the 

list of characteristic traits generated works best as a suite for each knife, but that wall 

appearance and floor structure are most distinct for each type. 
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PREFACE 

I keep next to my computer table a small collection of books I use quite often in my 

work and studies, something of a reference shelf that saves me the trouble of getting up 

to go searching for something I need five or six times in the course of one report or 

paper. After all, my library has developed into a rather sizeable collection of books, 

journals, and journal articles over the course of my academic career; to go searching for 

one particular work can be an endeavor akin to looking for that cliched needle in a 

haystack. It takes considerable time and effort, and once I find whatever it is I was 

looking for I also usually find myself wondering why I was looking for it in the first 

place, and if I wouldn't instead be better off reading something a little less scholarly or 

even doing something entirely different. The problem is not one of organization, but 

rather one of volume, and it is coupled with that part of my personality which lacks 

tolerance for wasting time (actually, some would say that part which lacks patience). 

The literature dealing with the identification of tool- and cut marks is much like the 

elusive article lost in a sea of bound and stapled books and articles in my apartment -

present, but somewhat buried in the sheer number of works surrounding it. It takes 

time to look for it, something that I quickly discovered in researching this project. 

Unfortunately, when it comes to the investigation of suspicious deaths and homicides 

time is usually not plentiful. Putting myself in this position, beset on all sides by 

individuals wanting and needing answers to questions only the forensic anthropologist 

can provide, I hoped I would find something in my quick reference shelf that would 

guide me, that would help me work more efficiently. I found little. 
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Hence, this work is panly a selfish one. I intend to produce something that I know I 

would find helpful in my chosen profession. It is my sincere hope, however, that others 

will find it useful. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

THE PROBLEM 

Generally, injuries that occur from the corpus being punctured, slashed, or otherwise 

sullied by a bladed or pointed weapon are not accidental, although many may be; rather, 

they are intended to cause injury at the very least (Adelson 1 974, Knight 1 975). Recent 

statistics from the U.S. Department of Justice Bureau of Justice Statistics (1 998) indicate 

that knives were the second most-often used implements of homicides in the United 

States between 1 976 and 1 997 (see also Spitz 1 980). According to the Federal Bureau 

of Investigation ( 1 998), approximately 1 8,209 individuals were the victims of "the willful 

(nonnegligent) killing of one human being by another" in 1 998, and 1 5,289 are 

documented with 

supplemental data . . .  consist[ing] of: the age, sex, and race of both victims and 
offenders; the types of weapons used; the relationships of the victims to the 
offenders ;  and the circumstances surrounding the murders [ 1 998: 1 5- 1 6). 

Of the homicides furnished with this information, 1 2.8 percent - 1 ,963 crimes - were 

committed with "knives or cutting instruments," mainly by males between the ages of 20 

and 24, with the majority taking place during the course of arguments and robberies 

(Federal Bureau of Investigation 1 998). These numbers are slightly lower than those of 

the preceding year, in which 1 3.S percent, or 2, 1 42 homicides were executed using 

sharp instruments, mainly by males between the ages of 35 and 39 during arguments 

and robberies (Federal Bureau of Investigation 1 997). 

The use of bladed weapons during the perpetration of such violent acts as homicide 

is equally common, if not moreso, in nations other than the United States. Hunt and 

Cowling (1 991 : 1 07), for example, indicate that 11Stabbing is the most frequent way of 
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committing homicide in the United Kingdom," a statement echoed by Knight (1 975). A 

study of the homicide rate in the province of Newfoundland, Canada, demonstrates that 

3 5 percent involved the use of a knife, with 1 6  of the 45 murders recorded for the years 

1 985-1 993 resulting from sharp force trauma (Avis 1 996). In Jamaica, knives also 

comprise the major tool of injury, as these implements are prolific in the small island 

nation (Mansingh and Ramphal 1 993). Knife stab injuries are seen under a multitude 

of circumstances throughout the world, including drug-related crimes (Federal Bureau of 

Investigation 1 997), situations of domestic violence (Green 1 978; Knight 1 975), sexually 

sadistic killings (Warren et al. 1 996), and suicides (Adelson 1 974; Hasekura et al. 1 985; 

Kuroda et al. 1 997; Spitz 1 980; Start et al. 1 992). Given the prevalence of bladed 

weapons and their use in the commission of homicide, it behooves the law enforcement 

community to develop a greater understanding of these implements and the cut marks 

they leave in human tissue in order to better facilitate the prosecution of assailants in 

cases of knife wound violence. 

THE INVESTIGATION 

As they are so widely employed in the commission of violent acts, the importance of the 

study of knives and other such instruments cannot be too greatly emphasized. Of 

course, the type of tool put to use in these crimes can take one of an extraordinarily 

wide array of (e.g., Symes et al. 1 999). Adelson remarks that deaths resulting from stab 

and cut injuries are 

caused by objects whose primary function is not that of an offensive or defensive 
weapon. . . . The great majority of cutting and stabbing fatalities encountered in 
civi l l ife are not caused by such warlike weapons as bayonets, swords or sabers. 
Rather they involve such mundane objects as kitchen knives ,  pocket knives, screw 
drivers, razor blades, broken bottles, shattered window panes, files, scissors ,  
axes and hatchets [Adelson 1 974: 3 1 9 ,  italics In  original]. 

2 
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Perhaps not surprisingly, highly frequent among this array of tools is the ubiquitous 

kitchen knife. Green ( 1 978) finds that while kitchen knives are the most commonly

wielded tool of murder, they tend to bend and/or break quite easily. As is pointed out 

by Hunt and Cowling (1 991 ; see also Knight 1 975), this type of knife is readily 

accessible, highly fatal, and effortlessly concealed; in their investigation of stabbing 

deaths in Great Britain, the authors note that 

The commonest weapon was a kitchen knife or carving knife. . . . men 
deliberately arming themselves wi l l  often choose a kitchen knife rather than a 
sheath knife, presumably because it is easier to pocket, easier to dispose of and 
more easily available [Hunt and Cowling 1 99 1  : 1 1 1  ]. 

For this reason, this investigator has chosen to direct her research to the careful 

consideration of one of the most common types of knives to fall into the hands of 

murderers, the serrated kitchen knife, with the intention of making the injuries inflicted 

in bone by this handy weapon more definitively indicative of its type. The focus of 

injury inflicted will be the bones of the chest, specifically the ribs - a logical selection 

given that "Lethal stab wounds are usually located on the anterior chest, epigastrium 

and subcostal regions . . . from the natural tendency of the assailant to direct his thrust 

at the heart as his organ of choice" (Adelson 1 974:340). Stabbing injuries to the chest 

have very high potential for fatality, as they may strike not only the heart but also major 

arteries and veins, the lungs and air passageways, and the diaphragm and thus may 

. result in a large amount of blood loss or the introduction of air into the circulatory 

pathways (Adelson 1 974; Sherman et al. 1 977; see Figure 1 . 1 ). 
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FIGURE 1 . 1 . Diagram of the ribs and sternum in relation to the visceral organs directly affected by 
sharp force injury to the thorax. Note that the heart and major blood vessels are but partially 
protected by the bony plates of the manubrium and gladiolus (sternal body). Modified from 
Moore KL. Cl in ical ly oriented anatomy. Th ird edition. Baltimore (MD): Wil l iams and Wilkins, 
1 992; 6 1 . 
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THE LITERATURE 

Addressing this study of stab wounds in bone requires a brief literature review of work 

previously accomplished by physicians, criminalists, and anthropologists. The 

consideration of the efforts of these researchers highlights the interdisciplinary 

approach that must be taken in the investigation of homicides and other criminal acts, 

in general, and fatal stab wounds in particular. Frayer and Bridgens ( 1 985) discuss a 

case involving apparent stab wounds in a skeleton found in Kansas in 1 983. The 

authors highlight the importance of an interdisciplinary approach to the investigation of 

suspicious deaths ( 1 985 :238): 

In this case, presumably fatal, antemortem injuries as well as indications of the 
dimensions of the instrument of death were determined by detailed examination 
of careful ly cleaned skeletal material. This emphasizes the importance of a close 
working relationship among investigating officers , pathologists , radiologists , and 
forensic anthropologists. Careful examination of any bony parts following 
removal of the decomposed tissues may reveal the appearance of unappreciated 
injuries that can lead to the delineation of the cause of death and defin ition of the 
weapon used in infl icting the wounds. 

In his review of advances in forensic medicine in Belgium, Thomas ( 1 964) briefly 

describes two instances in which the examination of skeletal remains is pivotal to the 

successful investigation of cases of suspicious deaths. In the first case, a fracture of the 

frontal bone caused by a hammer blow to the forehead is only observed after the victim 

is autopsied, buried, exhumed, and autopsied again, the second procedure including the 

removal of the remaining flesh. The second · case is one in which an inspection 

performed on the defleshed skull of an axe-murder victim yields markings which match 

the weapon to the crime (see also Thomas and Gallet 1 947). Sivaram ( 1 977) describes a 

case in which a set of skeletal remains is uncovered in a field in India, accompanied by a 

serrated sickle such as that used in grain harvesting; inspection of marks present on the 

bones after their cleaning draws a strong connection between the implement and the 
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wounds. One physician points out that "A stab or incised wound, like any other wound, 

possesses important characteristics in addition to its dimensions" (Adelson 1 974:32 9). 

This statement that is true not only of skin, cartilage, and other soft tissue but also of 

bone, making it an important contributor of evidential knowledge. 

Although information regarding stab wounds and cut marks is of great import in 

medico-legal investigations, material applicable to the examination of such injuries is 

surprisingly sporadic, and the majority of the literature is directed toward the 

identification of implements by marks produced in skin and cartilage rather than bone. 

Spitz (1 980) presents a discussion of the characteristics of cut and stab wounds, 

d ifferentiating between the two and examining at some length the d istinctions between 

homicidal and suicidal injuries. He reviews the ways in which skin interacts with a sharp 

implement to create a wound, the methods by which stab wounds are investigated , the 

deadly aspects of stab injuries, and the phenomenon of d ismemberment. Adelson 

(1 97 4) considers the subject of cutting and stabbing wounds in skin and cartilage in 

depth , presenting an overview of fatal wounds inflicted by bladed and pointed objects 

with his major focus being epidermal and visceral tissue. He briefly comments ,on a 

number of topics pertinent to the investigation of these injuries. These include 

characteristics of stab, incised, and laceration wounds, the physical and anatomical 

logistics surrounding the creation and appearance of these wounds in skin and visceral 

tissue, a breakdown of wounds by anatomical location, the consequences of initial injury 

that lead to the death of the victim, and the piecing together of events immediately 

preceding the fatal strike. In perusing his work, the reader finds a number of factors 

that can be derived from the investigation of sharp force injuries to the skin: the 

thickness and/or width of a blade, the angle at which the knife penetrated the skin, the 

number of cutting edges on the blade, the sharpness of these edges, the weight of the 
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implement, and the force of the blow can all be suggested by the appearance of the 

lesion (Adelson 1 97 4). However, these characteristics can be easily lost once the 

process of decomposition begins (Sauer 1 984), significantly decreasing their value as 

the soft tissue loses its integrity; and not all fatal stabbing victims are conveyed to the 

police or medical examiner immediately following their injury. 

Additionally, unlike the sequence of events in many shooting deaths, the victim may 

not succumb at once to his or her wound(s), but may perform any number of actions or 

move some distance before so doing; death results not simply from the stab itself but 

from "( 1 )  the site and (2) the functional consequences of the injury" (Adelson 1 97 4; Spitz 

et al. 1 961 ). The wound sustained by a stabbing victim can be quite damaging, as 

Green (1 978) states that little can halt the blade save for its reaching the hilt on one end 

or bone on the other, making the potential for severe or lethal injury high indeed. 

External blood loss and internal hemorrhage account for the majority of deaths in which 

stabbing or cutting instruments are used. These injuries lead to the imbalance in 

circulatory pressure known as hypovolemic shock, in which blood pressure can be lost 

quickly (Adelson 1 974; Marieb 1 995). Sherman et al. (1 977) detail the consequences of 

thoracic injury resulting from a variety of forces, including "missile" injuries such as 

gunshot wounds; blunt trauma injuries, such as those sustained in vehicular accidents; 

and "penetrating" injuries such as stabbings. In thoracic stab injuries, they note, "The 

tissue damage inflicted . . . . is largely determined by the size of the instrument and the 

pathway it travels" (Sherman et al. 1 977:200). External blood loss, hemorrhage within 

the pericardia! sac or pleura, pneumothorax and hemothorax - the introduction of air 

and blood respectively into the chest cavity that disallows proper lung function -

interference with the integrity of the trachea and bronchi, infectious disease and 
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abscess, and aneurysm each comprise an avenue by which the victim of a fatal stab 

wound perishes ·(Adelson 1974; Marieb 1995; Sherman et al. 1977; Spitz 1980). 

The multifarious methods by which stab wounds can kill and the factor of time 

variation involved in blood loss within and/or outside the body give this type of fatality a 

non-instantaneous quality. Sp itz et al. (1961) describe cases in which the victims 

survived for different periods of time, carrying out numerous actions whi le los ing blood 

from sharp force or gunshot wounds that would ultimately result in their demise. These 

cases are tabulated and compared based upon type of wound, how quickly the wound 

disabled the individual, and the amount of blood lost. For example, the physicians 

describe three cases in which the victims were stabbed with kitchen knives (Spitz et al. 

1 961 :297): 

Case 59: 89 A 23 year old colored male who was stabbed with a kitchen knife. 
Following the stabbing, the victim walked and staggered a distance of 358  feet 
and died at the hospital a few minutes after arrival there. The wound tract 
penetrated the left ventricle and the aorta to a width of one-fourth inch and 
caused internal bleeding of nearly 2000 ml .  
Case 82: 8 1 0 A colored male, aged 25 ,  was stabbed with a kitchen knife causing 
severance of his left subclavlan artery and vein. Fol lowing the Injury the victim 
ran four city blocks and col lapsed. He died at the hospital one hour later. The 
total blood loss was estimated at about 3000 ml .  . . .  
Case 1 07: 81 2 A colored male, aged 26, who was stabbed with a kitchen knife. 
Following the injury the victim staggered a distance of three city blocks and died 
at a hospital about thirty minutes later. The wound tract penetrated the heart and 
caused a one inch wide laceration in the right atrium. The total blood loss into 
the pericardia! sac and the left pleural cavity was 1 500 ml .  

The majority of sharp force victims (5 1 .0 percent) remained active for approximately five 

minutes after receiving their death blows; one individual, however, l ived for close to a 

day (Spitz et al. 1 96 1  ). English physicians Hendry and Stalker (1 967) describe the case 

of a young man who is admitted into the hospital after having suffered what he believes 

to be a stab wound to the face from a metal comb. After spending approximately one 

and one-half days in the hospital with decreasing health but retaining consciousness for 

the majority of his stay, the youth dies; and only careful autopsy reveals that he had in 
8 
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actuality sustained a stab wound to the upper neck through which the weapon 

perforated the medulla oblongata. There is a direct relationship between the amount of 

time an individual survives prior to succumbing to his/her injuries and the amount of 

blood s/he loses, with the increasing length of survival time increasing blood loss (Spitz 

et al. 1 961 ). Hunt and Cowling (1 991 : 1 1 2) note that "the victim goes on fighting 

despite having received many stab wounds" in some cases. The difficulty this presents 

in the investigation of stabbing fatalities lies in the fact that while an individual may 

survive for rather a while before death ensues, there is no method by which to anticipate 

this length of time (Spitz et al. 1 961  ). These aspects of fatal stabbing injuries may limit 

the utility of the crime scene in the interpretation of injury as well, as the victim may 

move within or away from the scene (as demonstrated particularly well by Spitz et al. 

1 961 ) or alter it in some other fashion so as to render it poorly reflective of the actions 

that occurred there. 

As pointed out earlier in this chapter, fatalities resulting from stab wounds rarely 

arise by chance. An important distinction medical examiners and other forensic 

scientists must render, but which will be only briefly touched upon here, is the situation 

surrounding such an injury, as whether a given case is a homicide or a suicide. Adelson 

( 1 974:359) counsels, "A sound approach to this phase of the investigation is to consider 

every cutting and stabbing fatality as homicidal unless there is irrefutable proof to the 

contrary," and presents a table of characteristics (Table 1 . 1 )  that establishes definitive 

criteria for each situation. Hesitation marks are generally seen to indicate suicide, 

whereas defense wounds are taken to indicate homicide (Adelson 1 974; Hasekura et al. 

1 985; Spitz 1 980). Additionally, Spitz notes that "A stab wound generally suggests 

homicidal assault by virtue of its appearance and depth" ( 1 980: 1 60). In a study dealing 

with suicidal refugee victims of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) living in Sweden, 
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TABLE 1 . 1 .  Criteria for distinguishing betw.een homicidal ,  suicidal ,  and accidental cutting and 
stabbing events, as given in ·oifferential diagnostic features in 700 cutting and stabbing 
fatalities." Modified from Adelson L. Homicide by cutting and stabbing. In: Adelson L, editor. 
The pathology of homicide. Springfield (IU: Charles C. Thomas, 1 974; 3 59. 

MANNER OF DEATH HOMICIDE 

INCIDENCE 8°" 

WOUND GROUPING Irregular 

TARGET AREA Chest mainly, neck or 
groin 

NUMBER OF WOUNDS Usually multiple (may be 
sing le) 

HESITATION MARKS Absent 

DEFENSE WOUNDS Present if victim had 
opportunity 

CLOTHING May be involved 

NON-CUTTING Signs of struggle 
INJURIES 

WEAPON May or may not be at 
scene 

METHOD Usually stabbing, but 
often associated with 

cutting 

1 0  

SUICIDE 

1 8% 

Arranged or systematic 

Victim's choice 
Neck, wrists, precordium 

Frequently multiple 

Usually present 

Absent 

Part usually exposed 

Absent 

Usually at scene 

Cutting of neck and 
wrists 

Stabbing at precordium 

ACCIDENT 

02" 

Vulnerable site 

Vu lnerable site 

Usually single 

Absent 

Absent 

May be involved 

May be associated with 
accident 

Usually at scene 

Usually stabbing 
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Ferrada-Noli et al. ( 1 998) indicate a high correlation of suicide by cut or stab injury for 

those individuals subject to the infliction or witness of torture by sharp force trauma. 

Hasekura et al. ( 1 985: 1 269) note that "Stabbing oneself with a pointed knife . . .  reveals 

a definite resolution to kil l  oneself," and although it comprises a small percentage of 

suicides in Japan, it is 11a national tradition." The authors illustrate the case of a ten

year-old boy who, despondent over his mother's recent death and his father's 

disciplinary actions, stabbed himself in the throat with a small knife. Although this case 

is unusual in its youth (Hasekura et al. 1 985), between the years 1 976- 1 995, the self

stabbing manner of suicide was involved in approximately 3.4 percent of Japanese 

cases, with the chest being second only to the neck in terms of anatomical region in 

which the fatal wound was inflicted (Kuroda et al. 1 997). According to Spitz, self-stab 

injuries are infrequent in the United States as well, and are definitive: 

When present, they are usually multiple and superficial . . . Suicidal stabbings are 
frequently accompanied by cuts in other locations, particularly on the wrists and 
the throat, less commonly in the bend of the elbows and ankles. 

The appearance of suicidal cuts is usually characteristic: they are mult iple 
parallel cuts of variable depth whose edges commonly reveal several sharp angles 
as if resulting from sawing of the skin with repeated tentative incis ions at the 
same location. Frequently numerous superficial parallel cuts resembling 
scratches are noted, indicating repeated trials before the buildup of sufficient 
courage for the final deep gash that severs major blood vessels or exposes the 
trachea or larynx [Spitz 1 980: 1 73 ;  ital ics In original]. 

Adelson notes multiple wounds as part of the suite of identifying traits of homicide 

situations. However, Hunt and Cowling ( 1 991 ) indicate that multiple wounds may result 

for a number of reasons, including a desire on the part of the assailant to ensure the 

death of the victim, particularly in cases where s/he does not immediately expire. 

Murray and Green ( 1 987) find that, among 1 43 cases of fatal stabbings, slightly more 

than one-half (77 cases) involved multiple wounds. While the evidence toward one 

scenario or another may appear to be overwhelming, it is important to keep in mind that 
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" . it is never right for a medical witness to comment, even obliquely, upon the 

possible state of mind of a person inflicting injuries" (Hunt and Cowling 1 991 : 1 1 1  ). 

It is not only proper but required for that witness to comment upon the weapon used 

by a person to inflict those injuries, and a number of authors have written on the 

identification of these weapons. Rabinowitsch ( 1 959) presents a basic overview of the 

morphology of cut marks in skin and their relation to the weapon allegedly used in their 

infliction, synthesizing interpretations offered by several researchers in terms of blade 

form and the positioning of dermal reticular fibers and how these influence the shape of 

the wound (see Marieb 1 995). From his observations, Rabinowitsch has concluded that 

extremely open wounds are produced when a stab is administered transversely to 

separations among these fibers, commonly called Langer's lines (Figure 1 .2), while 

relatively closed wounds are produced when a stab is inflicted along these separations 

(Rabinowitsch 1 959; see Adelson 1 974, Spitz 1 980 for further discussion of Langer's 

lines). Where Adelson (1 974) considers these lines integral to the identification of the 

implement used in creating an injury, however, Rabinowitsch (1 .959: 1 60) states that 

"Most authors . . .  advise care in drawing conclusions about the shape of instruments 

from the shape of the wounds," even as they are in consensus about some aspects. 

Spitz discusses the method by which stab wounds are reconstructed in skin to gain a 

better understanding of its original structure, and thus a clue as to what type of weapon 

might have caused it, as well as the determining of the wound's directionality (Spitz 

1 980). In his brief discussion of stab wounds, the physician indicates that the shape of 

the injury might aid the investigator in determining what type of weapon caused it, as 

certain implements such as forks and screwdrivers ordinarily leave characteristic marks 

(Spitz 1 980). He also notes the utility of bone in an investigation: 
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FIGURE 1 .2. I l lustration of Langer's l ines present in human dermal tissue. Modified from: Spitz 
WU. Sharp force injury. In: Spitz WU, Fisher RS, editors. Medicolegal investigation of death. 
Springfield (IL): Charles C. Thomas, 1 980; 1 9 1 .  
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Due to its rigidity, bone maintains the dimensions and shape of a stab wound far 
better than skin or other soft tissue. In fact, it is often possible to determine the 
type of weapon used to . inflict an injury by examining the wound in the bone . . .  

A homicidal stab wound is rarely inflicted without some cutting taking place at 
the same time. The knife may be pulled upward or downward during insertion or 
withdrawal, thereby causing an injury that is longer than the widest part of the 
blade . . .  (Spitz 1 980: 1 84). 

Clearly, then, epidermal tissue is not the only one that is important to the investigation 

of stab wounds. Before proceeding to bone, however, it would be wise to touch on the 

role of cartilage. Cartilage, a tissue important In the formative stages of skeletal 

development and mature joint structure, contains neither nerve tissue nor blood vessels 

but maintains a structure of both soft and ossified tissue (Marieb 1995). Bonte (1975) 

considers the appearance of stab wounds in cartilage as governed by the form of tool 

used as well as the appearance of saw marks in bone as affected by the movement 

involved, and presents the concept of individual weapon identification via characteristic 

marks left by flaws present on the surface of the objects, emphasizing the importance of 

tool mark analysis in law enforcement. This study also demonstrates that serrated 

knives leave distinct patterns in cartilage depending upon the displacement caused by 

the structure of the blade. Imperfections in the knife blade due to manufacturing and 

use wear increase the likelihood of identifying a particular knife by further specializing 

the cut mark in cartilage, according to Bonte (1975:318): "one can almost always count 

on finding individual marking patterns" as a result of these factors. Similarly, the 

idiosyncratic nature of saw teeth aids the investigator in assessing the likelihood of 

assigning responsible identity to a particular saw by making the cut marks left in bone 

unique, as considered In cases of postmortem dismemberment (Bonte 1975:322-32 3). 

Rao and Hart (1983) illustrate the usefulness of cartilage in preserving the structure of a 

suspected homicide implement via the comparison of striations in the costal cartilages 

of the victim and striations created by the knife in question in a cellulose acetate 
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butyrate medium and cast with a dental impression material (Figure 1 .3) (Rao and Hart 

1 983). In their discussion, Rao and Hart state that "Cartilage . . .  may record much finer 

detail than bone because of its firm and softer texture. It facilitates identification 

comparison of tools with less prominent individualities [such as major imperfections]" 

( 1 983:798). However, anthropologists have made great progress in the identification of 

individual implements from cut marks in bone, particularly with the advent of scanning 

electron microscopy. Symes et al. ( 1 999) detail the uniq�e characteristics of cartilage 

that render it an important, though largely neglected resource, stressing the need to 

examine it quickly and thoroughly at autopsy. The authors encourage for_ensic 

investigators to turn their attentions toward both cartilage and bone rather than rely 

mainly on skin in their efforts to ·identify the type of implement. Bone and cartilage may 

hold information that skin cannot, such as blade features retained in the impressionable 

cartilage and "chicken tracks" resulting from the movements of individual teeth seen in 

the path of serrated knife stabs on bone. 

It is the "record-keeping" aspect of bone that makes it so useful in criminal 

investigations. Most often, the aspect of criminalistics that deals with tool marks 

considers only those left at a crime scene, such as in a damaged lock (see Burd and 

Greene 1 948; Flynn 1 95 7; May 1 930) or sawn tree branch (see Burd and Greene 1 948; 

May 1 930); it is infrequent that bone is even mentioned in the course of these early 

studies. Criminalistics studies dealing with tool mark and firearms identification have 

much insight to offer the anthropological investigation of knife marks in calcified tissue. 

Tool mark investigation began in the early twentieth century with the work of May 

(1 930), who described several cases where rudimentary microscopic identification of 

weapons was used in the solving of heinous crimes. May states that 
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a 

FIGURE 1 . 3 .  Striae In casts and cartilage. a, Striae created by suspected weapon In cellulose 
acetate butyrate and cast with dental impression material (1 inch - 2 5 .4mm}; b, comparison 
microscopic analysis of striae observed in blade casts and those apparent on costal cartilage of 
victim .  Modified from Rao VJ , Hart R. Tool mark determination in cartilage of stabbing victim. 
Journal of Forensic Sciences 1 983;28:798, 799. 
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Exhaustive research over [an eighteen-year] period has developed the fact that it 
is possible, under favorable circumstances, to Identify the particular instrument, 
knife or tool , making a cut in metal, wood or other stable substance in over 90'6 
of the cases ( 1 930:246-247). 

This includes those implements that were twisted or otherwise moved during their 

criminal use. Insights such as these led a number of workers in the field of 

criminalistics to focus on a scientific approach to the differentiation of particular tools 

and weapons according to characteristic marks. Thomas (1 967) presents a brief history 

of the technique of matching characteristic striations to certain tools, beginning with the 

work of R. Kockel in the early nineteen-hundreds. Thomas points out that a great deal 

of literature concerning the topic of the forensic identification of guns was hidden for 

many years, and encourages other scientists to contribute to the field with the hope that 

ultimately "a complete inventory" of the literature might coalesce (Thomas 1 967:5). 

Burd and Kirk ( 1 942:679), citing "a lack of careful study of the factors which influence 

the character of the marks left by a tool, and which must be considered in the 

identification of such marks," delineate the differences apparent among compression, 

friction, and cut marks and set forth a list of such factors which are integral to the 

formation of specific friction marks, including the vertical and horizontal angles at which 

the implement is held during its use, divergences in these angles as use continues, 

differences in pressure during the use of the tool, individual variations in the implement 

itself, and the medium in which the mark is inflicted. The authors proceed to describe 

the distinctive effects of the angles on the identifying characteristics of the mark and 

how these might hinder identification in some instances. A point upon which great 

emphasis is placed is the fact that the endeavor is not particularly easy, and that the 

establishment of the absolute identity of a particular tool is not necessarily the goal so 

much as the degree of likelihood that an implement suspected of being used in a 

particular act is in actuality the object responsible: 
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It is . . . commonplace for a defense attorney to attempt to establish that all mass 
production tools which are apparently identical wil l therefore leave identical 
marks, although exactly the reverse has been established many times . . . no two 
tools will ever be expected to leave identical marks, nor in fact will the same tool 
ordinarily leave two absolutely identical marks. However, for a considerable 
period of time, the marks left by a s ingle tool will be so similar as to leave no 
doubt of their common origin unless some major change is wrought in the edges 
leaving the marks [Burd and Kirk 1 942:684). 

Burd and Greene (19 48) established a method by which tool marks uncovered during a 

criminal investigation are analyzed for identity, briefly discussing the differences among 

impression, friction, and combination friction-impression marks and the conclusions 

that can be drawn from following the procedure they outline. They used twelve separate 

cases to illustrate the ways in which their method has been used and the results that 

were obtained from it in the courtroom setting. Their eleven-step process is easy to 

replicate and applicable to the scrutiny of tool marks in bone, although it is not 

assignable to a medium. There are, of course, problems inherent in the application of 

this method to bone that are not attached to other materials such as wood or metal. 

The principal issue is that the test material necessary to create the comparative marks 

called for in Step 8 (Burd and Greene 1 9 48) is in rather low supply, as a rule. The use of 

anything less than bone in the creation of a test mark, however, detracts from the 

specificity of the process; the marks wi l l  never be fully adequate to compare to bone if 

they are made in, for example, a synthetic medium that does not interact with the tool 

in the same manner. 1 

Flynn (1 957) conducted a study in tool mark identification and discovered that each 

of one hundred chisels created different aind individual markings in test media. He 

applied the results to a case involving a broken door lock and a "lock puller tool" 

1 It is the purpose of this study that test marks must come as closely as possible to mimicking the 
state in which the actual marks were Inflicted if they are to be of use in a criminal investigation. 
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suspected of being used to damage it, stating that the scientific discipline concerned 

with the identification of marks left by tools is an outgrowth of criminalistic study 

dealing with the firearms identification. This field relies upon the characteristic traits of 

bullets such as those described by Biasotti (1 959). Like knives and tools, bullets 

possess specialized characteristics that enable identification of the weapon from which 

they were fired. The most marked trait results from patterns of striations imparted to 

them by the unique internal structure and any extraneous objects intruding into or part 

of the gun's barrel (Biasotti 1 959). Although such criteria can be enormously helpful in 

the determination of the identity of a weapon used in a crime, Biasotti reasserts Burd 

and Kirk's disavowal of an absolute establishment of identity for a particular object in 

discussing his work with the statistical analysis of these characteristics for two samples 

fired from separate collections of Smith and Wesson handguns, insisting that his results 

"should dispel the erroneous conception of the 'perfect match' which is actually only a 

theoretical possibility and a practical impossibility" (1 959:44). From his work, however, 

the criminalist has discovered that although there are only a few properties that can be 

considered discriminative, these may be all that are needed to draw an accurate 

conclusion as to a bullet's identity (Biasotti 1 964). In a consideration of the evidentiary 

role of firearms and tool mark analysis, he points out that while a number of authors 

have written on these applications of criminal science, very little has actually been done 

in producing set standards for its use in this capacity, heightening the importance of 

existing studies and the development of better guidelines toward this end (Biasotti 

1 964). This lack has not gone unnoticed by others in the field (see Osterburg 1 966, 

Thomas 1 967). 

Integral to the study of tool marks in any medium is the work of Burd and Gilmore 

( 1 968). This work set the stage for a number of identification studies based upon two 
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sets of characteristics basic to any implement: class characteristics such as make, and 

individual characteristics such as the variations in striae discussed in firearms 

identification (Burd and Gilmore 1 968; see also Houck 1 998)(Figure 1 .4). The role of 

modern mass-production methods is explored in terms of these properties, as the 

introduction of machinery to the manufacture of tools such as screwdrivers, knives, and 

the like has had considerable impact on both class and individual characters. The 

authors counsel the exercise of caution in examining marks for class and individual 

features, because while the analysis of tool marks has proven itself to be of high 

importance in criminal justice endeavors, the only way in which it will remain so is in the 

hands of skilled practitioners who play close attention to these separate groups of traits 

and the differences between the two (Burd and Gilmore 1 968). Andahl's ( 1 978) study of 

saw marks involves the application of tool mark analysis in investigating defects in both 

bone and non-biological materials such as wood and metal. After briefly recounting 

the history of saw mark investigation and surveying their basic characteristics, Andahl 

FIGURE 1 .4. Class and individual characteristics of a common mass-produced screwdriver as 
described by Burd and Gi lmore (Burd DQ and Gilmore AE. I ndividual and class characteristics of 
tools. Journal of Forensic Sciences 1 968; 1 3: 39 1 ). Class characteristics include: a, die marks; b, 
edge cuts. Individual characteristics include: c, broken edge; d, wear marks; e, folded metal. 
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outlines a general procedure to be used by medical examiners in order to gain greater 

knowledge of the object used to inflict the wounds and illustrates the use of his method 

in three short case studies. The three-step plan described by Andahl includes an initial 

inspection of the tool mark in question for trace elements, striations, and cut direction 

to determine the general class of the saw used (e.g., wood saw, hacksaw, or coping 

saw); the creation and examination of test marks with such a blade in order to verify an 

investigator's determination; and, if possible, scrutiny of the weapon used in the crime. 

The forens.ic anthropologist has the experience of archaeological and other 

anthropological research to draw upon as well as that of pathologists and criminalists. 

A significant amount of archaeological research has dealt with the study of cut marks on 

fossils in two separate pursuits: the differentiation between possible cut marks created 

by hominids and the remnants of taphonomic events, and the identification of the tools 

that may have inflicted identified cut marks. By analyzing cut marks on bone, 

anthropologists to determine something of the individuals who created those marks 

centuries or possibly even millennia in the past (Behrensmeyer et al. 1 986; Bunn 1 98 1 , 

1 986; Bunn and Kroll 1 986; Potts and Shipman 1 98 1 ; Walker and Long 1 977; White 

1 986). Bunn ( 1 98 1 , 1 986), for example, has interpreted cut marks found on a number 

of animal bones, marks that he describes as possible defleshing and/or butchering 

marks bearing some of the traits outlined by Walker and Long (see below) that are 

characteristic of cut marks inflicted with stone tools (1 98 1 , 1 986). From this Bunn 

( 1 98 1 : 576) concludes that 

The presence of cut marks and percussion marks on significant numbers of bones 
documents the Involvement of early hominids nearly 2 Myr ago in cutting up 
animal carcasses and breaking open bones, presumably to obtain meat and 
marrow. In addition to Indicating one use of stone artefacts ,  this direct evidence 
of early hominid diet allows us to dismiss models of human evolution which do 
not Incorporate meat-eating as a s ignificant component of early hominid 
behaviour. 
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Bunn and Kroll (1 986) examined several hypotheses that have been formulated to 

explain these cut marks, as well as the general structures and formation processes of 

the artifact assemblages at Olduvai Gorge in Tanzania and Koobi Fora in Kenya. These 

authors noticed the patterning arid positioning of the cuts and suggest that a number of 

actions were performed on the fossil bones, including "carcass skinning, joint 

disarticulation, and defleshing" (Bunn and Kroll 1 986). Walker and Long (1 977) present 

the methods and results of an experiment considering the creation of butchering marks 

with chert flake tools and steel knives on bovine metapodials in order to determine what 

traits characterized the cut marks that would link the marks to their implements of 

origin. The authors discovered significant differences in depth associated not only with 

the type of instrument used in the creation of cut marks but also with the capacity in 

which it was used (e.g., cutting or chopping actions), with steel knives typically creating 

"V-shaped grooves with straight sides that meet in a distinct apex at the bottom" 

bearing "parallel grooves," the configurations of which depend upon the angle at which 

the implement entered the bone cortex (Walker and Long 1 977:608-609; see also Potts 

and Shipman 1 981 : 577). This research may be applied in archaeological settings to 

better narrow the range of possible tools used at a site as well as the types of activities 

in which the implements were likely used; but they note the constraints created by the 

alteration in morphological appearance due to variation in pressures at which an 

instrument is used (Walker and Long 1 977:6 1 5-6 1 6). 2 Most authors have concentrated 

mainly on the traits that are visible at the gross visual and low-power microscopic levels 

such as those described above. Several scientists, however, have expanded this 

research by employing scanning electron microscopy (SEM). 

2 This aspect of cut and tool mark analysis has been encountered previously (Burd and Kirk 1 942). 
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Scanning electron microscopy has become a powerful descriptive and analytical tool .3 

Potts and Shipman (1 98 1 ) first i l lustrate the use of the SEM in the separation of cut 

marks infl icted on calcified tissue with lithic tools from marks caused by taphonomic 

processes such as carnivore activity and marks accidentally infl icted by excavators . In 

order to address this issue, the authors created a control group with various types of cut 

marks and taphonomic damage to compare with fossi l  bone from Olduvai Gorge under 

SEM study. They concluded that the association of the tools and bones found during 

archaeological investigations at Olduvai Gorge was the result of early hominids' 

activities (1 98 1 )(Figure 1 . 5). It is the contention of these scientists that "No process has 

yet been d iscovered which produces marks that mimic s l icing, chopping , or scraping 

marks on a microscopic level" (Potts and Shipman 1 98 1 : S 77), suggesting the importance 

held by SEM technology in investigating cut marks in both archaeological and, more 

importantly for the study at hand, forensic settings. Shipman and Rose employ SEM in 

the analysis of a number of cut marks found on fossil animal bones from the Acheulian 

sites of Torralba and Ambrona in Spain to deduce whether the marks were produced by 

human butchering activity or carnivore feeding , further demonstrating that while cut 

marks and other taphonomic residuals including "vascu lar grooves , rootmarks, carn ivore 

tooth scratches, damage caused by trampling or sedimentary abrasion" (Sh ipman and 

Rose 1 983 :466) appear identical to th� eye, they are in fact quite different at the 

microscopic level. The work of Behrensmeyer et al. (1 986), however, refutes this claim. 

According to these authors, the evidence obtained through the use of SEM, one cannot 

d ifferentiate between cut marks inflicted by hominid activity and those originating in 

3 For a complete discussion of SEM In the study of bone structure, see Boyde 1 972. 
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FIGURE 1 .5 .  Cut marks and taphonomlc residuals exhibited by fossi l  bone from Olduvai Gorge. a, 
s lice and scrape marks; b, slice marks running from top left to bottom right, overlapped by later 
tooth marks (both marks coincide in rectangle); c, tracing of b indicates major aspects. 
Magnification ranges between x20 - xSO. Modified from Potts R, Shipman P. Cutmarks made by 
stone tools on bones from Olduvai Gorge, Tanzania. Nature 1 98 1 ; 29 1 :580. 
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other taphonomic processes, preventing them from establishing characteristic features 

strictly for cutmarks (1 986). The authors support this claim by presenting an 

experiment in which they inflicted trampling damage and lithic slice marks on fresh 

equine and bovine bones. They replicated the marks and compared them under SEM, 

discovering that they appeared to demonstrate similarities in morphology both before 

and after washing, and that the trampling damage can obliterate one of the main 

characteristics of lithic tool markings, the striae, which further clouds the issue of the 

origin of marks found on bone. The authors encourage the inclusion of contextual and 

mark arrangement evidence in considering microscopic analysis of cut marks to yield a 

better determination of the possible implement or process that created them 

(Behrensmeyer et al. 1 986). Similarly, Blumenschine and Selvaggio (1 99 1 )  advocate the 

consideration of the anatomical patterning of marks as an aid in discerning between 

percussion marks and damage from carnivore activity. 

Blumenschine et al. (1 996; see also Blumenschine 1 995) have eschewed the SEM, 

citing 

its often prohibitive time and financial costs , the consequent l im itations these 
costs impose on assemblage-wide analyses of surface marks, and an over-reliance 
during diagnoses on the micro-morphology of individual marks at the expense of 
the mark's context [Blumenschine et al. 1 996:494). 

According to this research (Blumenschine et al. 1 996), extremely reliable identifications 

of the origin of a given mark - whether it be a taphonomic residual or intentionally 

inflicted by a human - can be obtained using nothing more than a low-power 

microscope and/or magnifying lens. They present a blind-study experiment in which 

several types of marks including knife cut marks, tool marks, and carnivore gnawing 

were inflicted on long bones and examined at both the macroscopic level and under low

power ( 1 6-power) hand lens or microscopic level by · both experienced and relatively 
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inexperienced observers, with nearly 1 00 percent accuracy obtained in most cases. 

While they concede that simple macroscopic examination is fallible, the authors insist 

that careful scrutiny of the bone in question, · particularly w1ith a low-power ·stereo light 

microscope, is quite sufficient to differentiate among taphonomic marks and those 

imposed by human modification (1 996). 

Regardless of the debates raging around SEM, the proponents of techniques 

integrating this technology into the examination of anthropological evidence have 

remained undaunted. White discusses the utility of SEM in his examination of cut marks 

on a cranium found at the Bodo site in Ethiopia, finding that "it is . . .  evident that 

intentional postmortem defleshing of some kind occurred" (1 986:508) involving the use 

of a stone tool. Bromage ( 1 984) presents an experiment in which parietal and occipital 

bones of young maca�ues are subjected to abrasion from a variety of agents, including 

sodium bicarbonate and tribasic calcium phosphate particles, water, several different 

weights, silicone and epoxy compounds used for casting, and acetic acid. After this 

abuse, the bones are examined with SEM in order to document the effects of such 

outside sources on bone surfaces, particularly in regard to bone growth and remodeling 

studies in the archaeological context. Further demonstrating the use possibilities for 

SEM technology, Bromage and Boyde ( 1 984) offer the prospect of determining the 

handedness of the individual who inflicts a particular cut mark through SEM analysis -

in this instance, a factor of early hominid activity important in aiding the understanding 

of the development of brain structure (see also Shipman and Rose 1 983a, b). Building 

on the work of Shipman and Rose (1 983a, b) and their own dental research, Bromage 

and Boyde (1 984) discuss an experiment in which they examined under SEM cut marks 

inflicted with obsidian flakes and bone tools on juvenile and adult cow bones to 
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determine whether features indicative of directionality are manife�ted. The authors note 

several such features: 

Bone smears lifted in the opposite direction of the cut were frequently observed . 
. . . We also noted faulting of short segments of bone adjacent to s licing marks in 
bone specimens with a demonstrable collagen fiber bundle orientation. The 
faults are oblique to the general flber orientation, with their ends closest to the 
center of the sl icing mark displaced forward in respect to directionality . . . . In 
certain other bone specimens, chipping away of bone traversing obliquely from 
the cutmark margin forward of the directionality was a prominent Indicator . . . .  
[Bromage and Boyde 1 984:361  J 

Interestingly, the authors also note that 11Directionality . . . can be reliably interpreted 

when the fiber orientation of the segments can be observed to change from the parent 

fiber array" (Bromage and Boyde 1 984:364). This is not the first time the significance of 

tissue fibers has been demonstrated in the consideration of cut mark analysis. In 

interpreting these traits, it is important to bear in mind that both the method by which a 

bone specimen is prepared for SEM analysis and the presence of non-calcified tissue 

around the bone when the cut mark is inflicted have influence over their final form 

(Bromage and Boyde 1 984). Microscopy promises to be useful in further pursuits aside 

from the concerns of cut mark morphology. Recently, Love ( 1 998) applied 

environmental scanning electron microscopy coupled with energy-dispersive x-ray 

technology to the examination of cut marks inflicted on the bones of domestic pigs with 

three types of knives with differing blade structures (non-serrated, semi-serrated, and 

fully serrated) to determine whether elemental compounds characteristic of the knife 

used in the creation of the marks remain in calcified tissue. Ideally, this would augment 

the solely morphological identification methods currently being used in the field. Given 

the nascent state of advancement seen in the microscopic technology, however, it 

appears that the author's potentially useful goals have yet to be fulfilled. 

According to Houck, while the use of SEM in paleoanthropological and forensic 

taphonomic analysis has proven itself "pivotal," its full potential has not been realized, 
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particularly in the criminal setting (1 998). Echoing Behrensmeyer, he exhorts the 

following of all avenues of information-gathering in the interpretation of a skeletal 

injury, including exploitation of SEM technology (Houck 1 998). In an effort to expand 

the understanding of knife-inflicted cut marks on skeletal material, Houck describes an 

experiment in which cut marks are imposed upon macerated bovine tibiae, deemed by 

the author as comparable to human bone for this work with three different types of 

knives In order to determine characteristic traits for individual identification, first by 

class characteristics and then by individual ones, and develops a procedural guide for 

the examination of cut marks (Houck 1 998). Houck also highlights the analysis of mark 

directionality via SEM as being important in criminal investigation: 

With gross visual examination and anatomical orientation of a cutmark, 
microscopic determination of cutmark directionality could be of assistance in 
victim/assailant positioning at the time of the assault. Also, directionality can 
narrow the examiner's range of test marks for comparison by eliminating from 
comparison impossible or difficult stab wound trajectories ( 1 998:4 1 9). 

Houck is not alone in being concerned with the legal importance of the anthropological 

examination of cut marks. Sauer (1 984) presents a detailed discussion of a blunt 

force/stabbing homicide that illustrates the utility of anthropological analysis in criminal 

investigation. The paths through which the author determined likely manner of death 

are clearly explained, and several pitfalls of the analysis of skeletal trauma are pointed 

out, including the resemblance bone growth and remodeling processes might bear to 

traumatic lesions. Several suggestions for the examination of possible signs of trauma 

are also offered, including radiographing of the skeletal material under scrutiny and 

careful inspection of bone remodeling, healed lesions, and taphonomic residuals. 

Unique to forensic concerns in the pursuit of identifying weapons from cut marks in 

the criminal justice setting is the phenomenon of dismemberment, which ordinarily 

involves the use of saws. The criminalists Bonte (1 975) and Andahl (1 978) both discuss 
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the identification of suspect saws, particularly in crimes involving dismemberment, each 

dispelling the notion "that saw marks destroy themselves since the marks of the 

preceding saw teeth would be covered by those of the following" (Bonte 1 975:3 1 8). The 

anthropological community has since begun to explore this issue (e.g., Stewart 1 979). 

The work of Symes (1 992) constitutes one of the first comprehensive considerations of 

saw mark morphology in terms of the class characteristics of forty different types of 

saws (including a serrated steak knife) and the correspondingly differentiated marks 

they inflict on �one. The serrated knife is included in the saw sample because the 

blades of serrated knives bear small teeth, though they do not exhibit "set" (Symes 

1 992:57).'4 Symes' research, which this study follows, is designed help determine the 

identity of a weapon used in a particular criminal action. This was achieved through 

qualifying trait characteristics of specific tools, using new, unworn, and commonly-used 

saws in an effort to resolve the previously unmet "need for an improved understanding 

of the tool creating the characteristics, the principles of tool action in a cut, and the 

value and potential of residual characteristics remaining after a cut" (Symes 1 992:6). 

Symes et al. ( 1 998) present an overview of saw characteristics including tooth set and 

size, tooth set patterns, and tooth shape, detailing how each of these affect the cut 

mark they inflict in bone, illustrating their conclusions with the narrative of a Canadian 

dismemberment case. The authors are quick to point out that, rather than conceal class 

characteristics, the to-and-fro movements of a saw in use brings a number of distinctive 

traits into being in the resulting mark (Symes et al. 1 998; see Symes 1 992). 

Additionally, they emphasize the importance saw mark identification holds for 

anthropologists in medico-legal work: 

4 Set, defined by Symes ( 1 992 : 39-40) as ·the altering of teeth to reduce binding [that] is an 
integral and age tested part of saw design,· improves saw efficiency but is not a necessary 
element. 
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Contrary to crlmlnalistic hypotheses, forensic contributions of saw marks In bone 
analyses need be neither limited nor rare. The combined knowledge of osteology 
and a basic understanding of toolmarks In bone allow anthropological 
contributions beyond those traditional human bone topics of 'age, ancestry, sex, 
and stature' [Symes et al. 1 998:407-408). 

In her consideration of criminal dismemberment, Reichs (1 998) describes in detail a 

procedure for the removal and interpretation of knife or saw wounds in cases where the 

postmortem dismemberment of the victim is apparent. The author briefly describes 

several characteristics of injuries to examine in such crimes, including wound size and 

shape and the presence of striations (see Table 1 .2). She also considers additional 

aspects of dismemberment such as cut distribution, the positions of multiple cuts, and 

the position of the individuals involved, illustrating various manifestations of 

dismemberment with the descriptions of six case studies. 

TABLE 1 .2. Skeletal characteristics of knife wounds, saw wounds, and axe wounds . Modified from 
Relchs I\). Postmortem dismemberment: recovery, analysis and Interpretation. In: Reichs 1\1, 
editor. Forensic osteology: advances In the Identification of human remains. Springfield (IL): 
Charles C. Thomas , 1 998:3 59. 

KNIFE MARKS SAW MARKS AXE MARKS 

Narrow (� blade dimension) Wide (> blade dimension) Very wide 

V-shape in cross-section Square in cross-section V-shape In cross-section 

Smooth (or microscopic striations) Visible striations Smooth (or microscopic striations) 

Striations perpendicular to kerf floor Striations parallel to kerf floor Striations perpendicular to kerf floor 

Minimal wastage Moderate wastage Significant wastage/ 
fracture(chatterlng• 
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CHAPTER 2 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A BRIEF INTRODUCTION 

This study will examine the stab wounds inflicted on the calcified tissue of ribs by six 

new serrated kitchen knives.5 The wounds will be created by stabbing the chests of 

three euthanized pigs obtained from the University of Tennessee Coll.ege of Veterinary 

Medicine. The procedure regulates variables including clothing, in an effort to remain 

true to the nature of the crime in question, and handedness, the wounds being inflicted 

by one right-handed and one left-handed "assailant." The necessity of controlling for 

handedness is seen in the writings of several scientists. Adelson ( 197 4) discusses the 

assessment of the positions of the players, the handedness of the perpetrator, the force 

with which the weapon was wielded and resistance it met, the condition of the blade's 

edge, and the angle as being of highest importance in investigating stabbing and 

cutting fatalities. Knight (1 975) indicates the legal significance represented in such 

facets of these injuries, particularly estimates of force, stating that this factor is 

dependent mainly upon the degree of sharpness of the cutting blade, especially the tip, 

as well as the condition of the skin (see also Green 1 978; Spitz 1 980). Once the wounds 

have been inflicted, the affected bones will be processed as necessary to be examined 

at both the macroscopic and microscopic levels. The cut marks observed are initially 

inspected at the gross level, providing a basic list of characteristics to proceed to a 

scrutiny of the marks at a low-power magnification level with typical instruments 

5 While several colleagues have indicated the likelihood that a murder might be committed with 
the closest Implement at hand rather than a newly-purchased one, a baseline must be drawn to 
determine those characteristics that are unique to a type of knife. or class characteristics (see, 
e.g .• Burd and GIimore 1 968). 
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available in most forensic!/biological laboratories. The low-power magnification analysis 

continues to an inspection of the marks using scanning electron microscopy. At each 

level of this three-tiered investigation, stab wounds are described and photographed, 

generating an inventory of the characteristics of cut marks inflicted by each knife to 

efficiently guide forensic anthropologists and pathologists toward a specification of 

knife class responsible for the perpetration of a particular crime to narrow a weapon 

search, or if a weapon has been recovered during the course of a homicide investigation, 

to state with a high degree of certainty its likelihood of being used or not used in a 

particular crime. · 

A WORD ON THE KNIVES 

The six serrated knives employed in this study and presented in Table 2. 1 by brand 

name, blade length, knife type, retail price, serration pattern, and whether the serrations 

appear on one or both sides of the cutting edge. Their dimensions are summarized in 

Table 2.2.  Each of these knives possesses similar general traits that are universal 

features shared by all kitchen knives, as defined by Strung (1 976:24-25). They include 

the following: 

The guard, h i lt, or bolster is the dividing l ine between blade and handle . . .  
The blade is one p iece of steel , but it too has subdivisions. The back or spine of 

a blade is the unsharpened edge or top of the blade . . .  
The primary bevel or blade bevel is that portion of the ·original steel stock that 

has been ground down to taper to the cutting edge. 
The edge bevel Is the true cutting edge; it is the m icroscopic portion of the 

leading edge that has been ground and polished until it forms a sharp, clean V. 
The point of a knife lies at the tip of the blade. It may take any number of 

shapes, depending on the function of the tool. 

These shared features are depicted in Figure 2 . 1 . 

The six knives are divided by manufacturer into three pairs: Farberware, • Ekcont 

"Flint," and J. A. Henckels International "Eversharp-Pro."• Each pair includes tools of two 
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TABLE 2. 1 .  Serrated knives employed in this study, presented by brand, blade length, knife type, 
retail price,* serration pattern (defined by Investigator), and single- versus double-sided 
serrations. 

BRAND NAME 

FARBERWARE• 

EKCO'"' "FLINT" 

HENCKELS 
EVERSHARP 

PRO• 

BLADE 
LENCTH 

5 inches 

8 inches 

5 inches 

8 inches 

5 inches 

8 inches 

KNIFE TYPE RETAIL PRICE SERRATION 

Utility 

Slicer 

Utility 

Slicing 

Utility 

Carving 

$9.99 

$9.99 

$2 .39 

$3 .49 

$9.99 

$9.99 

PA1TERN 

Alternating 

Alternating 

Constant 
scalloped 

Constant 
scalloped 

Constant 
wide 

Constant 
narrow 

SERRATION 
SIDE 

Single (left) 

Single (left) 

Double 

Double 

Single (left) 

Single (left) 

* It is noted that the two Farberware• were purchased as part of a frve-pack of kn ives also including a 3-inch 
paring knife, a 5-inch boning kn ife, and an 8-inch chef knife. 

TABLE 2 .2 .  Summary of dimensions for serrated knives employed in this study. All measurements 
except teeth per inch (TPI) are in centimeters (cm). 

KNIFE 

FARBERWARE• 
5-INCH 

FARBERWARE• 
S·INCH 

EKCQTII 

11FLINT" 
5-INCH 

EKCQTII 
"FLINT' 
8-INCH 

HENCKELS 
"EVERSHARP
PRO"• 5-INCH 

HENCKELS 
"EVERSHARP
PRO"• 8-INCH 

BLADE 
LENGTH 

1 3 . 72 

20.2 5 

1 3 .0 

20.65 

1 2 .95 

1 8.92 

BLADE 
WIDTH 

1 .96 

2 .33 

2 .44 

3 .06 

2 .87 

3 . 1 2  

BLADE 
THICKNESS 

0.1 0 

0. 1 1 

0 . 1 0 

O . t  2 

0 . 1 4 

0. 1 9  

33  

SERRATION 
LENGTH 

Major: 0.3 1  

Minor: 0.25 

Major: 0.37 

Minor: 0.28 

0.23 

0.3 5 

0. 1 S 

0.20 

BEVEL 

0.26 

0.2 3 

0.22 

0 . 1 8 

0.98 

1 .2 8  

TEETH 
PER INCH 

0:PI) 
Major: 7 

Minor: 24 

Major: 5 

Minor: 1 9  

7 

3 

8 
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Serrations on { cutting edge 

Point 

Spine 

Blade 

Side View of Knife 

Spine 

Edge bevel 
(non-serrated side) Cutting edge 

Cross Section of Blade 

a 

FIGURE 2 . 1 .  Diagrams of the general traits held in common by the collection of knives used in this 
study, i l lustrated with the 8-inch implements (not to scale) in s ide view and blade cross-section. a, 
general characteristics on the Farberware• 8-inch knife; b, general characteristics on the Ekco™ 8-
inch knife; c, general characteristics on the Henckels• 8-inch knife. 
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Serrations on{ cutting edge 
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Blade 

Side View of Knife 

Figure 2 . 1  (continued). 
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Figure 2. 1 (continued). 
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lengths, 5 inches, which are considered "utility knives" by all three manufacturers; and 8 

inches, considered to be "slicing" or "carving" knives by the manufacturers. The retail 

price for all knives is less than or equal to $9.99, and one pair of instruments, the 

Farberware• 5-inch utility kn ife and 8-inch slicer knife, comprise two-fifths of a cutlery 

set ($9.99 for 5 kn ives) found in both of the stores in  which the investigator made knife 

purchases. Serration pattern, defined by the investigator, cons iders the structure of the 

edge of the blade and the pattern in which the serrations appear: Halternating" serration 

refers to an alternating pattern of wide triangular scallops and straight lines of narrow 

serrations along the blade edge (Figure 2.2a); "constant scalloped" serration refers to a 

continuous line of wide rounded serrations along the blade edge (Figure 2.2b); "constant 

wide" serration refers to a continuous line of wide, semicircular serration s along the 

blade edge (Figure 2.2c); and "constant narrow" serration refers to a continuous line of 

narrow serrations along the blade edge (Figure 2.2d). The alternating, constant wide, 

and constant narrow serrations appear on only the left s ide of the blades, while the 

constant scalloped serrations appear on either the left side or the left and right sides the 

blades, depending upon the kn ife. The investigator procured these implements in  two 

local stores that are part of highly prolific national chains and were chosen for their 

accessibility to the majority of the general populace, judged by price and manufacturer

intended usages. Diagrams illustrating the measurements referred to in the following 

sections are presented in Figure 2.3. 

The Farberware• Knives: A Brief Consideration of Class Characteristics 

The 5-piece Farberware• cutlery set from which the first pair of knives was obtained 

consists of a 3-i nch paring knife, 5-inch boning kn ife, 5-inch utility kn ife, 8-inch slicer 

knife, and 8-inch cutlery kn ife, each bearing unique blade structures and serration 
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Major Serrations Minor Serrations 

b 

FIGURE 2 .2 .  I l lustration of the serration patterns for the three knife pairs under study, as defined 
by the investigator. a, ·alternating· serration pattern as seen in the Farberware• knife blades, with 
major and minor serrations; b, .. constant scalloped· serration pattern as seen in the Ekcon1 ·Flint" 
knife blades; c, ·constant wide· serration pattern as seen in the Henckels ·Eversharp-Pro·• 5-inch 
blade; d, ·constant narrow" serration pattern as seen in the Henckels "Eversharp-Pro"• 8-inch knife 
blade. Diagrams not to scale. 
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Dist� 
between 
point & 

final serration 

Blade thickness 
(maximum) 

Ed� 
b�:.� 

Blade leRQth 
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Major 
TPI 

Blade length 

...._... 
Minor 

TPI 

Blade thickness 
(maximum) 
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Blade 

I 
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/ / / / / / // / 

FIGURE 2 .3 .  Diagrams demonstrating measurements discussed for each knife, i llustrated with the 
Farberware• 8-inch (top and middle left) and Henckels• ·Eversharp-Pro· 8-inch (bottom and m iddle 
right) blades (not to scale). 
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patterns. These knives have simple black molded plastic "non-slip" handles and are of a 

type that may be used by professional chefs. The tips of the blades curve up gradually 

to a point on the cutting edge while retaining a constant, non-tapering spine for the 

length of the blade. Each of the knives have been manufactured in China and packaged 

in the U�ited States. The blades are not imprinted with any logos, but the left sides of 

the handles bear the Farberware• name in raised print. Only the utility knife and slicer 

knife are included in this study due to the similarities in form and function 

demonstrated by these in comparison to the remaining two pairs of knives used. These 

knives are characterized by the alternating serrated blade pattern (see Figure 2. 2a). 

The 5-inch utility knife is intended by the manufacturer "For all purpose trimming, 

slicing and dicing" and, has a blade that measures approximately 5 . 41 inches, or 13.7 2 

centimeters (cm). 6 It is 1. 9 6  cm wide at its guard and 0 .10 cm thick. The blade is not 

beveled or serrated in the initial 1. 5 2 cm proceeding from the guard , at which point 6 

wide, roughly triangular serrations occur (referred to as "major" serrations), followed by 

a section of 25  narrow serrations (referred to as "minor" serrations). An alternating 

serration pattern of 6 major and 2 5  minor serrations is repeated twice more - yielding 

a total of 3 major serration segments of 7 teeth per inch (TPI) and 3 minor serration 

segments of 2 4  TPI - after which the blade becomes uniformly beveled along the edge 

as it curves to a point in the remaining 1 . 2 9 cm. The major and minor serrations have 

been cut into the left side of the cutting edge to 0.31 cm length and 0. 2 5  cm length 

6 The lengths of the knives are not in actuality equal to 5 or 8 inches. However, the use of the 
generalized measurements are for the sake of convenience. Whi le the lengths of the knives given 
by the manufacturers are in inches , those made on the knives including but not l imited to length 
made by the author have been made using centimeters . and it is  these measurements that will be 
used in the course of this text. Lengths wil l  be given in centimeters and inches in order to 
demonstrate the discrepancy between the actual lengths of the blades and those given by the 
manufacturers. 
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respectively, with the right side blade bevel extending 0 .26 cm into the body of the 

blade. 

The 8-inch slicer knife, intended by the manufacturer "For carving and slicing meats 

and poultry," has a blade that measures 20.25 cm, or approximately 8 . 1 8 inches. It is 

2.33 cm in width at the guard, and 0. 1 1  cm thick. The first 0.96 cm from the guard is 

featureless. At this point, 3 major serrations measuring 0.37 cm in length occur, 

followed by a series of 20 minor serrations measuring 0 .28 cm in length. Alternating 

sections of 4 major serrations and 20 minor serrations are repeated five times along the 

length of the blade; at the end of the sixth grouping of major and minor serrations, the 

tip of the blade is curved with a uniform edge bevel. Similar to the 5-inch knife, the 

major serration segments equal 5 TPI, while the minor serration segments equal 1 9  TPI. 

The right side of the cutting edge is beveled to 0 .23 cm. 

The Ekco111 
11Fl int" Knives: A Brief Consideration of Class Characteristics 

The pair of Ekco,... "Flint" knives is comprised of a utility knife with a 5-inch blade and a 

slicing knife with an 8-inch blade. Both blades are attached to black molded plastic 

"comfort grip" handles. On both the knives, the cutting edge and spine taper gradually 

to a point, giving the blade an extended narrow pyramidal shape. The knives have been 

manufactured and packaged in China. These "satin-finish" blades bear two imprints: an 

"Ekco Flint" logo on the left side approximately 1 .00 cm from the base, and a "Made in 

China" statement on the right side approximately 0 .6 1  cm from the base. Unique 

among this study assemblage, the EkcoTM knife blades are serrated on both the left and 

right sides of the cutting edge, allowing the knives to "[cut] cleanly without tearing," 

according to the manufacturer. These knives are characterized by a constant scalloped 

serrated blade pattern (see Figure 2 .2b). 
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The 5-inch utility knife is considered by the manufacturer to be "perfect for cutting, 

slicing or dicing." The length of the blade not including the extra metal below the base

line of the plastic handle measures 13.0 cm, approximately 5. 1 2 inches from guard to 

tip. The blade measures 2. 44 cm wide at the guard and 0.1 0  cm thick; from this point, 

it is featureless for the initial 0.77 cm of its length. A continuing line of scalloped 

serrations is then initiated and continues for the majority of the blade's length, ending 

1. 18 cm from the point. An edge bevel is present from the final serration to the blade 

point, extending 0. 2 2  cm into the body of the blade. As noted, these serrations are cut 

into both sides ·of the blade's edge, measuring 0. 23 cm long. Measurements of these 

serrations yield 7 TPI. 

The 8-inch utility knife is alleged by the manufacturer to be "perfect for slicing ham, 

turkey, roasts." Its blade measures 20. 6 5  cm, approximately 8. 1 4  inches long from 

guard to tip, and is 0. 1 2 cm thick. Like its 5-inch companion, the metal of the blade 

extends slightly into and from the plastic of its handle. At the guard, the blade 

measures 3.0 6  cm wide, after which the featureless blade extends for 0.85 cm. From 

this point, a line of scalloped serrations begins and continues to 1 . 7 2  cm from the point 

of the blade. Between the final serration and the point, an edge bevel exists that 

extends 0.18 cm into the body of the blade. The serrations are cut into both sides of the 

blade to a length of 0.3 5 cm. Measurements of these serrations yield 3 TPI. 

The Henckels• "Eversharp-Pro" Knives: A Brief Consideration of Class 

Characteristics 

The pair of "Eversharp-Pro" knives manufactured by J .  A. Henckels International is 

composed of one 5-inch utility knife and one 8-inch carving knife. These knives are of 

greater heft than the previous two pairs in the study assemblage and appear to be of 
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more solid construction.  The metal of the b lades extends the length of the handle as 

wel l ,  riveted into the black molded plastic handles with th ree stainless-steel rivets for 

each implement. The b lade and spine each taper gradual ly to the tip ,  g iving the kn ives 

an extended triangular shape. Both kn ives are made in Japan . The blades each bear two 

imprints: the Henckels "Eversharp-Pro" logo on the left side (1 . 5 5  cm on the 5-inch and 

2 .47 cm on the 8-inch) from the guard of the blade, and a "Japan" imprint ind icating its 

nation of manufacture on the right side (0 . 1  5 cm on the 5-inch and 0 .080 cm on the 8-

inch) from the guard of the blade . Unique to these kn ives is the differentiation in metal 

fi nish ing at the edge of the blade , the "satin fin ish," and the remainder of the blade, the 

"mirro r  pol ish ." The kn ives also d iffer in the construction of the serrated edges, with the 

uti l ity knife composed of wide semicircular serrations and the carving kn ife composed 

of narrow straight-l ine serrations ; in each knife ,  serrations exist only on the left side of 

the cutting edge. These knives are characterized by the constant wide (5-inch) and 

constant narrow (8-inch) serrated blade pattern (see Figure 2 .2c). 

The 5-inch util ity kn ife ,  intended by the manufacturer to be used "For many cutting 

jobs, peel ing, sl icing, chopping, carving ," in actual ity measures 1 2 .95 cm, or 5 . 1 0 inches 

from guard to point, with a width of 2 .87 cm at the guard and th ickness of 0 . 1 4 cm. For 

its in itial 0 .70 cm, the blade is featureless; after this point a continuous l ine of wide 

semicircular serrations measuring 0 . 1  5 cm in length begins , cut into the left side of the 

blade . Th is l ine of serrations ends 0.75 cm from the point of the blade, and 

measurement of these serrations yields 8 TPI . The "satin finish," which extends just 

above the margin of the primary bevel ,  is 0.98 cm wide on both the left and right s ides 

of the blade. 

The 8-inch carving knife ,  intended to be used "For carving roasts and fowl , [and] 

cutting large vegetables and fruit," measures 1 8 .92 cm, or 7.45 i nches in length , is 3 . 1 2 
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cm wide at the guard, and is 0. 1 9  cm thick. The blade is featureless for 0. 67 cm from 

the guard, at which point a continuous line of narrow serrations begins and continues to 

1. 2 5  cm from the tip. These narrow serrations measure 0. 20 cm long, cut into the left 

side of the edge. The edge of the primary bevel is defined by an area of "satin finish" 

measuring 1. 28 cm long on both sides of the blade. Measurement of the long row of 

narrow serrations yields 32 TPI. 

A LOOK AT THE BONES 

The ribs, which ·comprise the majority of the calcified tissue in the anterior thoracic area 

(see Figure 1. 1 ), have been chosen for study due to the fact that they protect the vital 

visceral organs, the heart and lungs, in addition to the auxiliary blood and air paths 

associated with them. The data set for sharp force rib defects has been produced from 

the rib bones of three domestic pigs (Sus scrofa, Table 2 .3) obtained through The 

University of Tennessee, Knoxville Agricultural Experimental Station. Such animals are 

valued in medical research for the high degree of similarity displayed between their 

biological tissue and that of human beings. Sisson (1 9 2 1: 1 6 5-1 6 6) describes the ribs of 

the domestic pig as follows: 

The ribs number fourteen or fifteen pairs , of which seven are sternal and seven or 
eight asternal usually . They are in  general strongly curved in the improved 
breeds, so that there is a fairly distinct angle, except toward the end of the series. 
The backward s lope of the posterior ribs is s l ight. The first rib is prismatic, has a 
large sternal end, and a very short cartilage. The width is greatest in the third to 
the sixth,  and the length in the sixth and seventh usually. The tubercle fuses with 
the head on the last five or six. 

Thus the rib of a pig (Figure 2 . 4), while not identical to a human rib, bears the same 

general structure and approaches the approximate size of a small-bodied adult human, 

making its comparability quite useful in forensic anthropological studies. 
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FIGURE 2 .4. I l lustration of the general structure of the ribs of the domestic pig, anterior edge. 
From Sisson S. The anatomy of the domestic animals. Phi ladelphia (PA): W. B. Saunders, 
1 92 1 : 1 66. 
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TABLE 2 .3 .  Domestic p igs (Sus scrofa) employed in this study, presented by weight, knife pair 
with which injuries have been infl icted, and total number of stab wounds Inflicted. 

PIG NUMBER WEIGHT IN KNIFE PAIR NUMBER OF WOUNDS 
POUNDS 

1 1 87 Farberware• 40 

2 1 99 EkcoTII "Flint" 57  

3 2 1 2  Henckels• "Eversharp-Pro" 57 

AN ACCOUNT OF THE PROCEDURE 

The animals used in this study were euthanized by a member of the University of 

Tennessee, Knoxville, School of Veterinary Medicine Clinic and acquired from the 

University's Agricultural Experimental Station approximately one hour prior to infliction 

of the first wounds. The investigator transported the deceased animals to the University 

of Tennessee Anthropological Research Facility where she and four colleagues carried 

out the procedure. One of these individuals recorded the events in written format, 

though no photographs were taken. Four experimenters participated in the infliction of 

stab wounds to the deceased animals: two right-handed females, one right-handed 

male, and one left-handed female. For the sake of convenience, the porcine cadavers 

were numbered 1 through 3 and assigned to a particular pair of knives. All stab wounds 

were administered with the tip of the knife pointing downward and the blade facing the 

experimenter. Before stabbing commenced, the experimenters used a T-shirt to cover 

the side to be injured on each carcass (e.g., right side, with the animal lying on its left) 

in an attempt to re-create a situation most likely to be found in a stab wound fatality 

(Figure 2. 5). The five-inch k_�ives were used to inflict wounds to the upper halves of the 

thoracic sections, while the eight-inch knives were used to injure the lower halves of the 
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FIGURE 2. S .  Body map of pig carcass demonstrating the designation o f  quadrants by the 
investigator. The skeletal tissues injured during the course of the experiment are shown within 
the T-shirt outline. 
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thoracic sections. The delineation of these two halves was established by a line drawn 

across the T-shirt lain over the side being treated . To reduce confusion, blows dealt 

with the knife held in the right hand of an experimenter were located on the right side 

of the carcasses (lying on the left), and those injuries made with the knife held in the left 

hand were located on the left sides of the cadavers. All three were injured first on the 

right sides: once these were completed, the experimenters turned the animals over to 

wound the left sides. The knives involved in the process were not removed from their 

original packaging until they were called for. 

The first carcass sustained injuries from blows dealt with the pair of Farberwaree 

single-sided alternating serrated blade pattern knives (see Table 2 . 1  ). The initial stab 

wounds were inflicted in the upper right quadrant by the investigator with the 5-inch 

utility knife. Fifteen of these wounds were in a dorsal-ventral - that is, back to stomach 

- direction; the remaining 7 cuts were made in an anterior-posterior - nose to tail -

direction. The experimenters proceeded to focus their attention on the lower right-side 

quadrant, with the male right-handed experimenter inflicting wounds with the 8-inch 

slicer knife. The 8-inch knife, however, bent upon contact with the epidermis in the first 

attempt. The investigator tried to bend the blade of the knife into its original form 

against a tree, to no avail. She pierced the hide of the lower quadrant with the 5-inch 

utility knife three times, hoping to alleviate pressure within the abdominal area that 

caused the skin tissue to feel extremely firm and taut. Several additional attempts were 

subsequently made with the bent 8-inch slicer knife, all of which failed. The male right

handed experimenter then inflicted 1 0  stab wounds in the lower right-hand quadrant 

originally intended for the 8-inch blade. Given the poor performance of the 8-inch 

slicing knife, only the upper quadrant of the left side was injured with the 5-inch utility 

knife by the female left-handed experimenter. This experimenter vigorously inflicted 5 
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stab wounds with an anterior-posterior orientation .  On the fifth stab, this knife bent 

severely, rendering it unusable in further attempts. The injuries dealt to Pig 1 are 

summarized in Figure 2.6. 

The second carcass received injuries resulting from the use of the EkcoTM "Flint" 

double-sided constant scalloped serrated blade pattern 5-inch utility and 8-inch slicing 

knives (see Table 2.1 )._ As with the first carcass, the experimenters inflicted the stab 

wounds beginning with the upper quadrant of the right side. The male right-handed 

investigator inflicted four stab wounds with the 5-inch utility knife in an anterior

posterior direction. On the fourth attempt, the tip of the knife broke from the body of 

the blade and remained embedded in the carcass, likely in bone tissue. On the 

following stab, the blade shattered entirely, breaking into four pieces and rendering it 

useless for further attempts. The investigator then proceeded to inflict 14 stab wounds 

to the lower quadrant of the right side in an anterior-posterior direction with the 8-inch 

slicing knife, fol lowed by 8 cuts in a dorsal-ventral direction. After placing the cadaver 

on its right side, the male experimenter inflicted 10 stab wounds in a dorsal-ventral 

direction and 10 wounds in an anterior-posterior direction in both quadrants of the left 

side of the animal with his left hand. The left-handed female experimenter, using great 

force, inflicted an additional S stab wounds in an anterior-posterior direction and S stab 

wounds in a dorsal-ventral direction. The injuries dealt to Pig 2 are summarized in 

Figure 2.7. 

The third carcass sustained injuries from the use of the Henckels "Eversharp-Pro"• 

single-sided constant wide and constant narrow 5-inch utility and 8-inch carving knives 

(see Table 2 .1 ). Beginning with the upper quadrant of the right side, a right-handed 

female experimenter inflicted 5 stab wounds in a dorsal-ventral direction. On the fifth 

stab, the tip of the knife curled to the right but did not break, causing the two 
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8-inch : bent 
5 -inch: 1 3 wounds 

FIGURE 2.6.  Visual summary of stab injuries infl icted on Pig 1 .  A total of 40 wounds were 
perpetrated by the experimenters on this individual. 
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5-inch: NOT USED 
8-inch : 30 wounds 

FIGURE 2 .7. Visual summary of stab injuries inflicted on Pig 2 .  A total of  5 7  wounds were 
perpetrated by the experimenters on this individual. 
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subsequent attempts to be unsuccessful. The right-handed male experimenter tried to 

inflict injury in an anterior-posterior direction with this knife, but was also unsuccessful. 

This experimenter then used the 8-inch carving knife to inflict a total of 23 stab wounds 

to the lower quadrant of the right side, 7 in a dorsal-ventral orientation and 1 6  in an 

anterior-posterior orientation. Upon turning the carcass onto its opposite side, the left

handed female experimenter inflicted a total of 2 9  stab wounds in the lower 

quadrant of the left side using the 8-inch carving knife. Fourteen of these wounds were 

of an anterior-posterior orientation, while 15 were made in a dorsal-ventral d irection. 

The 5 -inch utility knife was not used in the perpetration of injuries on the left side of the 

carcass due to the fact that it was broken during injury of the right. This portion of the 

procedure is summarized in Figure 2.8. 

After the wounds were inflicted, the animals were covered with a large sheet of black 

plastic to facilitate the decomposition of soft tissue, weighing it down with a number of 

large rocks to prevent its being blown off by strong winds and to hinder the activities of 

small scavenging animals. The experiment was conducted on a day in early spring, with 

cloudy skies giving way to strong sunlight as the procedure got under way and 

temperatures ranging from the mid- to upper seventies Fahrenheit. This opaque plastic 

covering, in conjunction with the heavy shade provided by the many trees surrounding 

the experiment site and the warm, rainy days intervening between the date on which the 

experiment was performed and the dates on which the remains were collected, allowed 

for the near-complete skeletonization of the porcine cadavers (see Bass 1 997; Mann et 

al. 1 990). On the 2 1st day following the experiment, the investigator returned to the 

scene to begin collecting the skeletal remains of each pig for maceration and analysis by 

rinsing the remains with water from a garden hose and using a scalpel and metacarpal 

saw to remove excess soft tissue still clinging to the bones. While some bones retained 
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8-inch: 
23 wounds 

8-inch; 
29 wounds 

FIGURE 2 .8. Visual summary of stab injuries inflicted on Pig 3. A total of 57 wounds were 
perpetrated by the experimenters on this individual. 
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a significant amount of adherent soft tissue, the ribs - the bones with which this work 

is most concerned - were removed from the . decaying carcasses easily and with no soft 

tissue. Still, extreme care was taken to prevent contact between these bladed 

instruments and the ribs. After processing the bones, they were placed in a Rubbermaid 

.. Action Packer" heavy-duty plastic container for storage, transportation, and maceration. 

The bones were transported to the Zooarchaeology Processing Laboratory in the 

University of Tennessee Anthropology Annex and placed in plastic containers with hot 

water, to facilitate water-maceration. Five days later, on the 2 6th day following the 

experiment, a complete collection of the skeletal remains was conducted since a 

significant degree of d ifficulty in d isarticulating portions of the first animal resulted in 

only partial collection. Being basically free of adherent soft tissue, the bones were 

a llowed to water-macerate for seven to ten days, with the water changed every two to 

three days. Each complete skeleton was then rinsed, cleaned with a soft brush - with 

special care being taken to avoid visible areas of injury on the ribs - and placed on 

trays marked with their unique identification numbers to air dry. After the skeletal 

remains dried for seven days, the ribs were removed from each animal to carefully 

examine for injury. Those ribs that exhibited stab wounds were then separated from 

the uninjured ribs and placed into envelopes marked with their skeletal identification 

number and the location, type, and number of wounds. To faci l itate examination, 

isolated section(s) of each rib demonstrating injury were recovered by using a Stryker 

autopsy saw. Using a permanent marker to indicate sternal (S) from vertebral (V) ends 

on the bone section, each was labeled to retain injury orientation on the bone. All 

photographs taken during the visual analysis were taken with a Nikon FM 2 5 5mm 

camera using a Micro-NIKKOR macro lens. The low-power magnification level of the 

inspection procedure was performed using a standard-issue biological laboratory 
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dissecting microscope (Meiji EMZ, Meiji Techno Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) and a Tiffen #4 

close-up lens for the Nikon 5 5mm camera. The SEM portion of the procedure was 

performed with the extraordinary aid of Dr. David Joy and Justin Hwu at the University of 

Tennessee Science and Engineering Department and the use of the Hitachi S-3000N 

Scann ing Electron Microscope. Al l observations were made and photo images taken 

under the VP-SEM Low Vacuum Mode. 
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CHAPTER 3 

RESULTS 

IMMEDIATE RESULTS: THE INJURIES 

A total of 45 bone defects in ribs has resu lted from the 1 54 stab wound injuries infl icted 

on the three carcasses by the experimenters . These injuries are summarized in Table 

3 . 1 , which presents the i n itial verbal description of the location of the stab wounds as 

wel l  as the dimensions of the wounds, the sizes of the knives used to inflict them, and 

add itional comments offered by way of description . The majority of these are simple 

knife stab wounds, appearing as an incision into (mainly) the anterior or posterior edges 

(2 1 and 22 stab wounds, respectively) of the bones at varying angles. Most of the 

defects occu r toward the sternal ends of the bones (30 stab wounds), whi le the 

remainder (1 0 wounds) occur toward the vertebral end; only a few (5 wounds) appear to 

be in the midshaft region . Several bones demonstrate very shallow stab wounds instead 

of or in addition to fu l l  stab wounds,  g iving the impression of s l ight incisions on the 

outer bone cortex (Figure 3 . 1  ). 

Some of the observed injuries are, rather than be ing simple incis ion marks , 

somewhat un ique in  the ir  presentations. Two of these the investigator considers 

complex injuries, with the infl iction of the stab resulting in sign ificant bone damage. 

The first of these complex wounds (Figure 3 .2a) exh ibits a large area of exposed 

trabecular bone, with the outer cortex forming flaps of bone over the region of internal 

exposure. Wh i le the cortical bone surrounding this  injury is highly damaged,  no 

auxi l iary fractures are apparent. The second complex wound , however, shows two 

lengthy auxil iary fractures in addition to two small areas of exposed trabecu lar bone 
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TABLE 3 . 1 . list of injuries occurring on bones, by pig number, rib number and s ide, knife type, 
general location. applicable measurements in centimeters (cm). and additional comments. Pig 
identification number is followed by letter to facilitate injury correlation with remain ing tables. 

PIG RIB/ KNIFE LOCATION DISTANCE FROM LATERAL MEDIAL COMMENTS 
S IOE TYPE STERNAL END DEPTH DE'PTH 

{cm} tcm} fem} 

l a  5r11 Farber- Anterior edge 4.30 0.65 0.20 
right ware• 5- toward sternal 

inch end 

l b  6111 Farber- Anterior edge 1 1 . 1 0  0.3 1 N/A. 
right ware• 5- near vertebral 

inch end 

l e  6111 Farber- Anterior edge 5 . 1 0 0.20 0 . 1 5 
right ware• 5- near sternal 

inch end 

l d  6111 Farber- Posterior edge 1 .9 1 0.48 N/A Resembles a 
right ware• 5- near sternal puncture 

inch end wound 

l e  7m Farber- Anterior edge 7.48 0.90 N/A 
right ware• 5- just sternal to 

inch midshaft 

1 f gm Farber- Anterior edge 7.00 0.09 0.20 
right ware• 5- toward sternal 

inch end 

l g  911, Farber- Anterior edge 5 .80 0. 1 1 0.1 8 
right ware• 5- toward sternal 

Inch end 

l h  911) left Farber- Posterior edge 1 4. 5 1  0 . 1 0 0.59 
ware• 5· toward 

inch vertebral end 

1 1  91" left Farber- Posterior edge 1 3. 1 0  0.28 0.58 
ware• 5- toward 

inch vertebral end 

2a 4111 Ekco"" Midshaft 7.40 N/A N/A Tip of broken 
right "Flint" knife 

5-inch embedded in 
rib shaftt 

• Th is indicates that a specific defect does not extend onto a given surface or edge. 

t This is the tip from the Ekco™ 11Flint· knife that shattered during the portion of the procedure 
focusing on the second pig carcass. This defect measures 0.60 cm in width on the lateral side 
and is 0. 9 1  cm from the anterior edge. It has barely broken through the outer cortex on the 
medial side. This is a unique i l lustration of the breakage discussed by Green ( 1 978: 1 62 ;  see also 
Chapter 1 , page 3 above for further comment). 
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TABLE 3. 1 (continued). 

PIG RIB/ KNIFE LOCATION DISTANCE FROM LATERAL MEDIAL COMMENTS 
SIDE TYPE STERNAL END DEPTH DEPTH 

{an! (anl (cml 

2b 41t1 Ekco,. Sternal end N/A 1 .4 1 1 . 50 Cut into face 
right "Flint" of sternal 

5-inch articulation• 

2c 5111 Ekco,... Posterior 1 4.20 0.33 1 . 1 1  
right "Flint" edge near 

5-inch vertebral end 

2d 5111 Ekco,. Posterior 5 .80 0. 5 1  0.88 
right "Flint" edge toward 

5-inch sternal end 

2e 5111 Ekco,. Posterior 2 . 70 0.20 0.64 
right "Flint" edge toward 

5-inch sternal end 

2f 6"' Ekco,. Posterior 8. 53  0.09 0.70 
right "Flint" edge at 

5-inch midshaft 

2g .,... Ekco,... Posterior 1 1  .40 N/A 0.94 
right .. Flint" edge toward 

5-inch vertebral end 

2h  8rh Ekco,. Anterior 3.40 0.89 0.95 
right "Flint" edge near 

8-inch sternal end 

21  1 011' Ekco,... Posterior 2.78 0. 1 6  0.30 
right "Flint" edge near 

8-inch sternal end 

2j 1 1 111 Ekco,. Posterior 5.70 0.40 0.2 7 
right "Fl int" edge toward 

8-inch sternal end 

2k 1 2th Ekco,... Anterior 1 . 5 1  0.42 0 . 1 9 
right "Flint" edge near 

8-inch sternal end 

21 1 2th Ekco,. Posterior 8.48 0.30 0.30 
right "Flint" edge at 

8-inch midshaft 

2m J 21h Ekco,. Anterior 1 0.23 0.5 5 N/A 2 associated 
left "Flint" edge toward shal low cut 

8-inch vertebral end marks1 

• This lengthy cut mark enters the face of the sternal articulation Itself at an angle toward the 
anterior edge of the rib. It measures 1 .43 cm in width across the sternal articulation. 
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TABLE 3 . 1  (continued). 

PIG RIB/ KNIFE LOCATION DISTANCE FROM LATERAL MEDIAL COMMENTS 
SIDE TYPE STERNAL END DEPTH DEPTH 

(cm} (cm} (cm} 
2n  1 3m Ekco"' Posterior edge 2 .7 1  0.40 0.24 

right "Flint" near sternal 
8-inch end 

2o l 3th Ekco"' Posterior edge 0.5 1 0.3 1 0.2 5 
right "Flint" near sternal 

8-inch end 

2p 1 31h Ekco"' Posterior edge 3 .78 0.40 0. 1 0  
left "Flint" toward sternal 

8-inch end 

2q 1 4th Ekco"' Anterior edge 8.99 N/A N/A Lies across 
left "Flint" toward sternal anterior edge 

8-inch end on ly-

2 r  1 4m Ekco"' Posterior edge 8.00 2.86 2.78 Complex injury 
left "Fl int" toward 

8-inch vertebral end 

2s 1 41h Ekco"' Posterior edge 4.2 5 0.44 0 . 1 9 
left "Flint" toward sternal 

8-inch end 

-2t 1 5th Ekco"' Anterior edge 3 .59 0.42 0.32 
left "Flint" toward sternal 

8-inch end 

2u  1 5th EkcoTM Posterior edge 1 .2 1  0.62 0.64 
left "Flint" toward sternal 

8-inch end 

3a 3n1 Hen- Anterior edge 1 2 .90 0 .62 N/A 
right ckels• on neck 

5-inch 

3b 5m Hen- Anterior edge 1 1 .09 0 .59 0 .26 
right ckels• toward 

5-inch vertebral end 

3c 1 0111 Hen- Anterior edge 5 .38  . N/A 0.50 Extends an-
left ckels• toward sternal teromedially 

8-inch end 

3d 1 om Hen- Anterior edge N/A N/A N/A Shal low cut 
left ckels• toward sternal marktt 

8-inch end 

5 Two incision marks are associated with this defect, both on the vertebral s ide of the injury across 
the anterior edge; they measure 0.40 and 0.38 cm. 
- This cut mark l ies only across the wider portion of the anterior edge and measures 0.35  cm in 
length. 
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TABLE 3 . 1  (continued). 

PIG RIB/ KNIFE LOCATION DISTANCE FROM LATERAL MEDIAL COMMENTS 
SIDE TYPE STERNAL END DEPTH DEPTH 

(cm) (cm) (cm) 

3e 1 0111 Hen- Ante rior edge N/A N/A N/A Shallow cut 
left ckels• toward sternal mark 

8-inch end 

Hen-
3f 1 1 th ckels• Posterior edge 3.98 0. 5 1  0.2 1 

left 8-inch toward sternal 
end 

3g 1 1 1h Hen- Poste rior edge 3. 1 0  0. 5 5  0 . 1 1 
left ckels• toward sternal 

8-inch end 

3 h  1 2111 Hen- Posterior edge 3 . 1 0 0.29 N/A 
left ckels• toward sternal 

8-inch end 

3 i  1 3m Hen- Ante rior edge 9.7 1 0 .75 0.48 
right ckels• toward 

8-inch vertebral end 

3j 1 3 1h Hen- Anterior edge 5 . 1 9 N/A 0 . 1 0 
left ckels• toward sternal 

8-inch end 

3k 1 31h Hen- Posterior edge 1 .67 0 . 58  0. 1 0 
left ckels• near sternal 

8-inch end 

31 1 41h Hen- Posterior edge 7.70 0.90** 0.3 1 §§ Complex injury 
right ckels• at midshaft 

8-inch 

3m 1 4th Hen- Anterior edge 2.50 N/A N/A Resembles a 
left ckels• toward sternal "nick" mark ... 

8-inch end 

tt This mark and its two companions below are shallow cut marks occurring just vertebral to the 
cut mark in the anterior edge, extending across the bone anteromedial ly. They measure 0.4 7, 
0.38, and 0. 30 cm in length. 
** This cut mark gives rise to an additional fracture runn ing toward the sternal end and measuring 
0.9 1  cm in length. 

ss This cut mark gives rise to an additional fracture running toward the sternal end and measuring 
1 . 3 8 cm in length . 

... Th is injury resembles a "n ick" mark on the lateral s ide toward the anterior edge measuring 0. 50  
cm in  length. 
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FIGURE 3 . 1 .  Example of a shallow stab wound/incision injury. Th is feature on the anteromedial 
surface of the tenth left rib of Pig 3, pointed out with arrow, is a smal l col lection of defects 
consisting of one shallow stab wound, a second extremely shallow stab wound sl ightly sternal and 
parallel to the fi rst, and a series of incisions sandwiched between,  forming an N shape across the 
anteromedial surface. Note the pattern rem in iscent of a beach being buffeted by breaking waves 
that is manifested in the inc is ion marks. 
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a 

b 

FIGURE 3 .2 .  Two complex injuries found among the stab wound assemblage, pointed out with 
arrows. a, th is injury to the fourteenth left rib of Pig 2 extends across the posterior edge of the 
rib, showing a large segment of exposed trabecular bone; b, this injury to the fourteenth right rib 
of Pig 3 exhibits not only an area of exposed trabecular bone but also auxil iary fracturing. 
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(Figure 3 .2b) .  Th is stab wound extends from the posterior edge of the affected ri b 

deeply into the shaft, generating the regions of bone exposure and two small bony 

flaps. The cortical bone also shows a smal l degree of spl i ntering around the edge of the 

stab wound.  Unique among the assemblage is the injury resulting from the shatteri ng 

of the 5-inch Ekco™ "F l int" blade (Figu re 3 .3) .  The tip of th is blade, which broke into 

four  pieces during execution of the procedure ,  remains embedded in the shaft of one 

rib and transfixes the bone at a s l ightly obtuse angle. As the blade enters the lateral 

surface of the bone at an angle ,  the cortical bone of the entry site has curved around the 

metal , forming a marg in  of bone around the broken edge. This  edge is completely 

vis ible ;  the ti p itself, however, barely penetrates the oppos ite (medial) side of the bone, 

creating a cracking convex defect at the exit site .  

RESULTS I: VISUAL INSPECTION 

The visual level of examination wi l l  serve as the foundation from which the succeed ing 

m icroscopic examinations wi l l  advance, and as such its results are outlined extens ively. 

The differences among the knives at this  level are qu ite subtle but can be found 

relatively easi ly by a careful observer with a keen eye. As one might expect, outs ide 

s imple measurements such as length of wound and its d istance from a particular point 

on the bone, l ittle quantitative observations can be made at the visual level ;  this renders 

the "eyebal l ing" process somewhat subjective. A significant degree of interobserver 

error is clearly expected on this level .  It is hoped that as the leve ls proceed, the amount 

of pred icted interobserver error wi l l  decrease. Main ly, the immediately vis ible 

characteristics that can be establ ished are the degree of wound edge separation , or 

width of the stab wound; the amount and locations of bone chi pping and spl intering 

accompanying the wound; the amount and locations of l ip  formation on the edges of 
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a 

b 

FIGURE 3 . 3 .  The tip of the 5-inch Ekco,.,. "Flint" util ity knife that is embedded in the fourth right 
rib of Pig 2 .  a, view from the medial s ide; b, view from the lateral side. Note that the tip itself 
barely breaks the cortical surface of the bone ; tip pointed out with arrow. 
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the wound; and the appearance of the wounds' wal ls .  Tables 3 .2 ,  3 . 3 ,  and 3 .4 present 

each set of knives (Farberware, 9 Ekco,™ and Henckels ,  9 respectively) by ri b, type of 

knife, type of injury, and the wound edge separation, ch ipping/spl i ntering,  l i p  

formation , and wal l appearance traits are seen. "Type of injury" refers to whether the 

injury presents itself as a deep stab wound , a shal low stab wound,  a complex stab 

wound (showing sign ificant damage and/or additional wounds in association), or a nick 

mark. Typically, stab wounds classified as "deep" extend to a length of approximate ly 

1 .00 centimeters on at least one side of the wound ( i .e . ,  medial or lateral) ,  with the 

shortest length at 0 . 5 5  cm and longest at 1 . 50 cm. On the other hand , those marks 

classified as "nicks" have l ittle measurable depth , being very s l ight i ncursions into the 

outer bone cortex. "Shal low" stab wounds, which are the average throughout the 

study's assemblage, al l demonstrate depths below 1 .00 cm (and ,  for the most part, 

be low 0 .500 cm). Each of these properties are herein described qual itatively on the basis 

of the manner in which the wounds present themselves , and are i l l ustrated with 

photographs that seem to best exempl ify the feature. 

Degree of Wound Edge Separation 

Degree of wound edge separation refers to the qual ity of having a potential ly 

quantifiable amount of space interceding between the edges of a stab wound as viewed 

from the top of the stab wound and is created by the th ickness of the kn ife blade used 

in a stab wound 's infl iction. The i njuries compris ing thi s  assemblage demonstrate 

varying degrees of wound edge separation, and this characteri stic has shown itse lf to be 

somewhat d iagnostic of kn ife type at the visual level . In the visual ins pection,  the 

wounds exhi bit wound edge separation according to the fo l lowing scale: 

Slight edges of wound appear to be extremely close together and may touch in 
regions of the i njury (i .e . , injury is suture-l ike in  appearance) 
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TABLE 3 .2 .  Summarized results of visual inspection on the rib bones from Pig Carcass 1 .  

PIG RIB/ KNIFE INJURY WOUND CHIPPI NG/ LIP WALL 
SIDE TYPE TYPE EDGE SPLINTERING FORMATION APPEARANCE 

SEPARATION 

l a  5• 5-inch Deep cut Marked Slight degree Slight lipping; Uneven/ 
right Farber- of ch ipping in more marked undulating 

ware• floor on on vertebral 
vertebral edge edge 
on medial s ide 

l b  6th 5-inch Shallow Marked Moderate Marked degree; Slightly uneven/ 
right Farber- cut chipping on more marked undulating 

ware• sternal edge at on vertebral 
anteromedial edge 
end, and in  

floor on 
sternal; edge 

on 
anterolateral 

surface 

l e  6th 5-inch Shal low Marked Not observed Slight degree Straight 
right Farber- cut visible on 

ware• vertebral edge 

l d  6th 5-inch Shallow Closed; opens Not observed Moderate Uneven/ 
right Farber- cut; looks sl ightly on degree visible undu lating 

ware• l ike lateral s ide on sternal edge 
puncture 

l e  71h 5-inch Shallow Marked Sl ight degree Moderate Slightly uneven/ 
right Farber cut of ch ipping on degree on undulating 

ware• vertebral edge vertebral edge 

l f  9111 5-lnch Shallow Marked Not observed Slight degree; Straight 
right Farber- cut more marked 

ware• on vertebral 
edge 

l g  91h 5-inch Shallow Marked Not observed Sl ight degree Slightly uneven/ 
right Farber- cut undulating 

ware• 

l h  gm 5-inch N ick Marked Not observed Slight degree Slightly uneven/ 
left Farber- visible on undulating 

ware• posteromedial 
surface 

1 1  9th 5-inch Nick Marked Not observed Slight degree N/A" 
left Farber-

ware• 

• The bony flap constituting part of this injury was broken during examination, preventing proper assessment 
of this trait. 
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TABLE 3 .3 .  Summarized results of visual inspection on the rib bones from Pig Carcass 2 .  

PIG RIB/ KNIFE INJURY WOUND CHIPPING/ LIP WALL 
SIDE TYPE TYPE EDGE SPUNTERING FORMATION APPEARANCE 

SEPARATION 

2a 4111 5-inch Broken N/A• Not observed Moderate N/A 
right Ekco.,. knife tip degree on 

•Flint" anterior edge 
of injury 

2b 4"' 5-inch Deep cut Marked Not observed Not observed Moderately 
right Ekco.,. uneven/ 

"Flint" stepped 

2c 5th 5-inch Deep cut Moderate Not observed Moderate Moderately 
right Ekco.,. degree uneven/ 

"Flint" apparent on stepped 
vertebral edge 

2d 5111 5--inch Deep cut Moderate Not observed Moderate Slightly uneven/ 
right Ekco ... degree visible stepped 

"Flint" on medial 
surface 

2e 5111 5-inch Shal low Moderate Not observed Not observed Slightly uneven/ 
right Ekco ... cut stepped 

"Flint" 

2f 5111 5-inch Deep cut Moderate Slight degree Marked along Markedly 
right Ekco ... of chipping on vertebral edge uneven/ 

"Flint" lateral floor; stepped 
moderate 
degree of 

splintering on 
vertebral edge 

l ip 

2g 7"' 5-inch Shal low Moderate Not observed Sl ight degree Slightly uneven/ 
right Ekco ... cut on vertebral stepped 

"Flint" side 

2 h  8"' 8-inch Deep cut Moderate Marked degree Small degree Moderately 
right EkcoTM of chipping on on medial side uneven/ 

"Flint" vertebral side of vertebral stepped 
in lateral edge 
surface 

2i 1 0111 8-inch Shal low Marked Not observed Sl ight degree Slightly uneven/ 
right Ekco.,. cut on vertebral stepped 

"Fl int" edge 

2j 1 1 111 8-inch Shallow Marked Not observed Moderate Moderately 
right Ekco.,. cut degree on uneven/ 

"Flint" vertebral side stepped 

• As , the tip of the shattered knife blade is completely embedded in the bone, openness and wall appearance 
cannot be accurately gauged. 
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TABLE 3 . 3  (continued). 

PIG RIB/ KNIFE INJURY WOUND CHIPPING/ 
SIDE TYPE TYPE EDGE SPLINTERING 

SEPARATION 
2k 1 2• 8-fnch Shallow Moderate Moderate 

right Ekco,. cut degree of 
"Flint" chipping on 

lateral corner 
of floor 

2 1  1 2111 8-inch Shallow Marked Sl ight degree 
right Ekco,. cut of chipping in 

"Flint" medial floor 

2m  1 21h 8-inch Shallow Marked Not observed 
left Ekco,.. cut1 

"Flint" 

2n  1 3111 8-inch Shallow Marked Slight degree 
right Ekco,.. cut of chipping on 

.. Flint" sternal edge 
along posterior 

2o 1 3"' 8-inch Shal low Moderate Not observed 
right Ekco,.. cut 

"Fl int" 

2p 1 31h 8-inch Shallow Moderate Moderate 
left Ekco,.. cut degree of 

"Fl int" chipping on 
medial floor; 

some 
splintering 

across 
posterior 
surface 

2q 1 4111 8-inch N ick Moderate Not observed 
left Ekco,.. 

"Flint" 

2r 1 41h 8-inch Complex N/A Not observed, 
left Ekco,. i njurys except for 

"Flint" splintering of 
bone into large 

flap 

t This cut is flanked by two small ,  shallow scratches on its vertebral side. 

• This wound is too shallow to properly assess this trait at the visual level. 

LIP WALL 
FORMATION APPEARANCE 

Not observed Moderately 
uneven/ 
stepped 

Slight degree Moderately 
visible on uneven/ 

vertebral edge stepped 

Not observed Moderately 
uneven/ 
stepped 

Moderate Slightly 
amount on uneven/stepped 

medial side of 
sternal edge 

Slight degree Slightly 
on vertebral uneven/stepped 

edge 

Not observed Slightly 
uneven/stepped 

Slight degree N/A* 
visible on 

posterior edge 

Not observed N/A 

§ This wound extends across the length of the posterior edge of the rib, with two large flaps of bone overlying 
an exposed area of trabecular bone. The structure of the wound suggests that the kn ife most l ikely �ntered 
the rib at a slight angle quite near the posterior edge with great force, causing the bone to splinter into the 
two flaps and shearing a large portion of cortical bone away. 
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TABLE 3 . 3  (continued). 

PIG RIB/ KNIFE INJURY WOUND EDGE CHIPPING/ LIP WALL 
SIDE TYPE TYPE SEPARATION SPLINTERING FORMATION APPEARANCE 

2s 1 •e11 8-inch Shallow Lateral surface Sl ight amount Not observed Moderately 
reft Ekco"' cut moderately of chipping uneven/ 

"'Flint" separated; medial visible on stepped 
surface markedly medial floor 

separated 

lt 1 5111 8-inch Shallow Marked Slight amount Not observed Moderately 
left Ekco"' cut of chipping uneven/ 

"Fl int" vis ible on stepped 
lateral floor 

2u 1 5111 8-inch Shallow Marked Moderate Not observed Moderately 
left Ekco* cut degree of uneven/ 

.. Flint" . chipping visible stepped 
the extent of 

ln u 
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TABLE 3 .4. Summarized results of visual inspection on the rib bones from Pig Carcass 3 .  

PIG RIB/ KNIFE INJURY WOUND CHIPPING/ LIP WALL 
SIDE TYPE TYPE EDGE SPLINTERING FORMATION APPEARANCE 

SEPARATIQtA 

3a 3"' Henckels• Shallow cut Slight Not observed Slight degree Moderately 
right 5-inch uneven and 

clean 

3b  s• Henckels• Shallow cut Slight Marked degree Slight degree Moderately 
right 5-inch of chipping on on vertebral uneven and 

floor of wound · edge clean 
on medial side, 
vertebral edge 

3c 1 011, Henckels• Extremely Moderate Moderate degree Not observed Moderately 
left 8-inch shallow of chipping on uneven and 

cut/scratch sternal edge clean 

3d 1 0111 Henckels• Shallow Moderate Not observed Moderate Moderately 
left 8-inch cuttt degree on uneven and 

vertebral edge clean 

3e 1 1 "' Henckels• Shal low cut Moderate Moderate degree Marked deg ree Uneven 
left 8-inch of chipping on both edges 

present on 
vertebral edge 

3f 1 1 m Henckels• Shallow cut Moderate Moderate degree Marked degree Uneven 
left 8-inch of chipping on vertebral 

present on edge (medial 
medial floor side) and 

sternal edge 
(lateral side) 

3g 1 2111 Henckels• Nick Moderate Not observed Slight degree Slightly uneven 
left 8-lnch on sternal edge and clean 

3h 1 3ttt Henckels• Deep, Moderate Sl ight degree of Not observed Slightly uneven 
right 8-inch lengthy cut chipping in floor and clean 

on lateral side 

3i 1 3111 Henckels• Shallow cut Marked Moderate degree Not observed Moderately 
left 8-inch of chipping in uneven and 

medial floor clean 

3j 1 3• Henckels• Shallow cut Moderate Slight degree of Not observed Slightly uneven 
left 8-inch chipping on and clean 

medial floor 

- This is actually a small collection of defects, manifesting itself in an extremely shallow cut across the 
anteromedial surface of the bone, another extremely shallow cut across the anteromedial surface slightly 
sternal and paral lel to the first cut, and a series of what appear to be tooth scratch marks sandwiched 
between, forming an N shape across the anteromedial surface. The second cut shows some chipping on its 
sternal edge, creating a slightly ragged appearance, but no lip formation. 

tt This shallow cut is flanked by 3 shallow incisions in the cortical bone on its sternal side. 
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TABLE 3.4 (continued). 

PIG RIB/ KNIFE INJURY WOUND EDGE CHIPPING/ LIP WALL 
SIDE TYPE TYPE SEPA1RAJION SP INTERING FORMATl'ON APPEARANC 

3k 1 4"' Henckels• Complex N/A Moderate degree Sl ight degree Slightly uneve, 
right 8-inch cut0 of chipping apparent on and clean 

along sternal both edges 
edge 

3 1  1 4"' Henckels• Nick Moderate Sl ight degree Not observed 
left 8-inch toward vertebral Moderately 

end uneven and 
clean 

3m 1 5"' Henckels• Shallow Moderate Slight degree of Slight degree Uneven 
rm:9ht 8·inch cut _ _ c;M;eE?ins 

0 Two auxiliary fractures extend toward the sternal end from each side of the floor of the wound, l ikely a 
testament to the amount of force used in the infliction of the injury and fragil ity of the bone. One bony flap 
has also splintered away from the cut, hanging precariously by s light pieces from the medial surface of the 
vertebral side of the wound. A small region of exposed trabecular bone has also been cut into the bone at the 
injury site along the posterior surface. 
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Moderate: small amount of space apparent between edges of wound 

Marked: s ignificant amount of space apparent between edges of wound 

If accu rately measured, th is feature can be used to determine the thickness of the blade 

used to inflict the injury (Symes 1 992), and can reduce the subjectivity attendant to 

visual evaluation. · Measuring this trait, however, can prove d ifficult in the face of the 

sometimes extens ive ch ipping, spl intering, and l ip formation that occurs with serrated 

knife stab injuries. Measurements of min imum and maximum distances between the 

stab wound edges (see Symes 1 992) were obtai ned at the low-power magnification level 

for several specimens (Table 3 . 5) .  

The injuries incu rred by the Farberware• knife pair demonstrate a s ign ificant amount 

of wound edge separation . All of the 9 wounds obtained from Pig Carcass 1 exhibit a 

"marked" degree of separation (Figure 3 .4). These wounds vary in their depth from 1 

deep stab to 2 simple n ick marks , with the majority being un iformly shallow stab 

wounds. All are relatively un iform in their presentations, in that they appear to the 

observer as s imple wounds of varying depth , with one exception . Th is injury exhibits a 

mixture of "marked" separation and complete closure, expressing an appearance that 

seems to indicate puncture of the cortical bone with the blade tip (Figure 3 . 5). In th is 

case, the tip l ike ly penetrated the outer cortex of the bone, creating the "bal looning out" 

of the defect visible as it tends away from the posterior edge. A portion of the 

remainder of the b lade l ike ly came into contact with the cortex but did not penetrate it. 

The stab wound injuries infl icted with the Ekco™ knife pair exhibit some variabi lity i n  

the amount of wound edge separation visible , exhibiting "moderate" and "marked" 

degrees of separation . Of the 2 1  wounds compris ing this collection, 1 0  are classified as 

showing "moderate" separation and 8 as expressing "marked" separation . Those injuries 

described as wounds with "moderate" separation , such as the one i l lustrated in Figure 
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TABLE 3 . 5 .  List of  rough measurements of  min imum and maximum cut widths (min width and 
max width , respectively) obtained under magnification. Measurements are in mi l l imeters (mm) 
and were ob!ained with the use of a pair of Vernier cal ipers. 

PIG RIB/ LOCATION KNIFE MIN MAX DIFFERENCE GROUP 
SIDE TYPE WIDTH WIDTH (MAX·MIN) AVERAGE 

(mm) (mm) 0tr 

l a  5"' Anterior F arberware• 0.3 0.8 0.5 0.3 
right edge toward 5-inch 

sternal end 

l e  7m Anterior Farberware• 0.4 0.5 0 . 1  0.3 
right edge just 5-inch 

sternal to 
midshaft 

1 f  gm Anterior Farberware• 0.3 0.7 0 .4 0.3 
right edge toward 5-inch 

sternal end 

l g  gm Anterior Farberware• 0.5 0.6 0. 1 0.3 
right edge toward 5-inch 

sternal end 

2c 5m Posterior Ekcon1 "Flint" 0.2 0.5 0.3 0.3 
right edge near 5-inch 

vertebral end 

2f 7rti Posterior Ekcon1 "Flint" 0.4 0.5 0. 1 0.3 
right edge toward 5-inch 

vertebral end 

2h 1 0m Posterior Ekco,. "Flint" 0.2 0 .5  0 .3  0 .3  
right edge near 8-inch 

sternal end 

21 1 2111 Anterior Ekco,. "Flint" 0.6 1 .0* 0.4 0.3 
left edge toward 8-inch 

vertebral 
endt 

2o 1 3m Posterior Ekcon1 "Flint" 0.3 0.7 0.4 0.3 
left edge toward 8-inch 

sternal end 

• These were calculated separately for each injury group (Pig 1 ,  Pig 2, Pig 3); nevertheless, each group 
obtained the same answer. Uncorrected averages are: Pig 1 ,  0.275mm (1 . 1  + 4); Pig 2, 0 .3mm (1 . 5  + 5); Pig 3 ,  
0.275mm (1 . 1  + 4). 

t This cut wound is accompanied by two narrow, shallow scratch marks parallel to each other and the vertebral 
edge of the wound. The scratches measure approximately 0.3mm; distance between scratches, 0.5mm. 

* This rough measurement must be taken with caution, however, as it  appears under microscopic examination 
to possibly include 2 small cut marks, or 1 mark with significant tooth or blade jump within the cut. 
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TABLE A. S .  List of rough measurements , continued. 

PIG RIB LOCATION KNIFE MIN MAX DIFFERENCE GROUP 
TYPE WIDTH WIDTH (MAX-MIN) AVERAGE 

(nun) (mm) (l)I 

3 b  5m Anterior Henckels• 0.2 0.8 0.6 0.3 
right edge toward 5-inch 

vertebral end 

3d 1 Qth Anterior Henckels• 0.3 0.5 0.2 0.3 
left edge toward 8-inch 

sternal end .. 

3f 1 1 1h Posterior Henckels• 0.7 0.9 0.2 0.3 
left edge toward 8-inch 

sternal end 

3i 1 31h Anterior Henckels• 0.4 0.5 0. 1 0.3 
right edge toward 8-inch 

vertebral end 

§ These were calculated separately for each injury group (Pig 1 ,  Pig 2, Pig 3); nevertheless, each group 
obtained the same answer. Uncorrected averages are: Pig 1 ,  0.275mm (1 . 1  + 4); Pig 2, 0 .3mm ( 1 .5  + 5); Pig 3 ,  
0.2 75mm {1 . 1  + 4). 

•• In this case, the actual shal low cut mark is measured. The smal ler second cut (or largest tooth scratch) is 
approximately 0.3mm in width; the smaller scratches are approximately 0. 1  mm in width; and the space 
between the scratch marks is approximately 0.2mm. 
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a 

b 

FIGURE 3 .4. Manifestations of a umarked" degree of wound edge separation among the injuries in 
the Farberware• collection (Pig 1 ). a ,  i njury to the s ixth right rib; b, i njury to the seventh right rib. 
I njuries pointed out with arrows. 
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FIGURE 3 . 5 .  Apparent puncture wound to the sixth right rib of Pig 1 .  Note the "bal looning outn 

aspect of the injury as it tends away from the posterior edge. 
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3.6a, are, for the most part, shallow stabs or nicks, with only 4 of these injuries showing · 

any extens ive depth. Those wounds showing a "marked" degree of separation (Figure 

3 .6b) are overwhelmingly shallow, with only 1 of the 8 wounds showing depth. Whi le 

the majority of the assemblage is shallow wounds (1 3 of 2 1 , as compared to 1 nick, S 

deep stabs, and 3 injuries to which no depth is ass igned), a lack of apparent correlation 

between the two features of depth and wound edge separation is evident in this set. 

Three of the inju ries could not be classified for varying reasons . The first of these is the 

broken knife tip mentioned above (Figure 3 .3 ). Th is defect is situated in an angled 

dorsal-ventral (vertebral-sternal) di rection, with the broken blade transfixing the bone. 

The widest portion, the broken edge of the blade, is vis ible on the lateral su rface of the 

bone, while the tip of the blade just penetrates the outer cortex on �the medial su rface. 

The second non-classified injury i s  also described above, as the first of two complex 

stab inju ries d iscovered among the rib assemblage (Figu re 3.2a). Th is defect extends 

across the posterior edge, with two large flaps of bone overlying an extens ive area of 

exposed trabecular bone. The structure of the wound suggests to the observer that the 

knife most likely entered the rib at a slight angle qu ite near the posterior edge with 

great force, ·causing the bone to splinter into the two flaps and shearing a large portion 

of cortical bone away. Th is makes the depth of the wound rather difficult to measure or 

even estimate. The third defect that the investigator has not classified according to 

wound edge separation expresses a mixture of closure and separation (Figure 3.7). 

Wh ile showing itself to be closed along the lateral surface, the edges of th is injury 

demonstrate separation on the posterior edge and medial surface, entering the posterior 

edge of the bone perpendicularly and opening a large segment of the interior of the 

wound for examination. Visual observations of th is interior show that 
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a 

b 

FIGURE 3 .6. Manifestations of wound edge separation among the injuries in the Ekcone collection 
(Pig 2). a, this shallow injury at the sternal end of the twelfth right rib i l lustrates the .. moderate" 
degree of separation observed in many of these injuries, pointed up with arrow; b, a .. marked" 
degree of separation is seen in this injury to the thirteenth right rib, pointed up with arrow. 
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a 

b 

FIGURE 3 . 7. Medial and lateral aspects of the fourteenth left r ib of Pig 2 .  Whi le s howing itself to 
be quite narrow along the lateral surface, this i njury is open on the posterior edge and medial 
surface. a, lateral surface; b, posteromedial aspect. 
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the injury may be composed of two stab wounds rather than s imply one, or that the 

blade jumped during infliction, accounting for its partial express ion of separation. In 

marked contrast to those of the Ekco™ "Flint'' set, the injuries inflicted by the use of the 

Henckelse "Eversharp-Pro" set of knives are quite consistent in their demonstration of 

wound edge separation. The 1 3 wounds that comprise this collection do show a range 

from "slight" to "marked" separation; however, the d istribution is heavily skewed in favor 

of wounds showing a "moderate" degree of separation. Two injuries, both shallow 

wounds, are classified as showing "slight" separation (Figure 3.8a); 9 injuries - 2 of 

which are nicks, 6 shallow (1 extremely so), and 1 deep wound - are considered to be 

"narrow" wounds (Figure 3.8b). Only 1 shallow wound is cons idered to show a "marked" 

degree of separation (Figure 3 .8c). The overwhelming majority of this collection of 

injuries are shallow types of injuries - 2 are nick marks, 9 are shallow stab marks (one 

is extremely shallow), 1 is a deep wound, and 1 is a complex injury - d isallowing any 

immed iate observation of a correlation between depth and wound edge separation. 

Several defects in this group of cut wounds warrant detailed cons ideration. Two of the 

injuries showing "moderate" separation are in fact small conglomerates of defects. One 

of these is mentioned above (see Figure 3 . 1) as having small incision marks instead of 

or in addition to stab wounds. The f irst, seen in Figure 3 .1 ,  consists of an extremely 

shallow stab wound across the anteromedial surface of the bone, another extremely 

shallow wound across the anteromedial surface slightly sternal and parallel to the first, 

and a series of incision marks sandwiched between, forming an N shape across the 

anteromedial surface. These incision marks form a pattern that reminded the 

investigator of a beach being buffeted by breaking waves , and immed iately brings to 

mind the "constant narrow" serrated blade pattern characteristic of the 8-inch Henckels 

"Eversharp-Pro"• carving knife. The second conglomerate is similar to the first, with the 
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FIGURE 3 . 8 .  Manifestations of wound edge separation among the injuries in the Henckels® 

collection (Pig 3). a, th is injury to the fifth r ight rib demonstrates a "sl ight" degree of separation; 
b, "moderate" separation is exhibited by the majority of the injuries from Pig 3 is clearly vis ible in 
this wound on the anterior end of the th irteenth right rib; c, th is injury to the thirteenth left rib, 
pointed up with white arrow, is the s ingular injury showing "marked" separation. I njuries pointed 
up with arrows. 
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wound enteri ng the anteromedial surface of the rib at a sharply acute ang le (f loor facing 

vertebral end) and flanked by 3 l ight incision marks in  the cortical bone on its sternal 

side (Figure 3 .9) . The one non-classified injury is the second complex defect d iscussed 

above and seen in Figure 3 . 2b. This wound enters the posterior edge at an acute angle 

with the floor toward the sternal end of the rib. The two auxi l iary fractures extend 

toward the sternal end from each side of the floor, and one bony flap has spli ntered 

away from the cut, hanging precariously by sl ight pieces of bone from the med ial 

surface of the vertebral side of the wound. The smal l region of exposed trabecular bone 

has been cut into the ri b at the injury site along the posterior surface . 

Chipping/Splintering 

Chipping/splintering is defined by the minute damage caused to the cortical bone by the 

action of the blade stabbing into its outer surface and s licing through. In the stab 

wound assemblage at hand, the amount of chipping and, in some cases, spl intering that 

is  visi ble is estimated by degrees according to the following scale: 

Sligh� degree: chipping/spl intering evident with scrutiny 

Moderate degree: ch ipping/splintering readily seen but only in a small area 

Marked degree: chipping/splintering easily seen and extensive 

These general ly ubiquitous features can be useful in the determination of the 

directional ity of the wound in terms of how the blade entered the bone surface , or the 

cutting stroke, particularly coupled with the presence of bone shaving ;  during stabbing, 

the blade of the knife is pushed into the bone, although great difficulty sti l l  l ies in the 

determination of cutting action on the "push stroke" versus the exit (Symes 1 992 : 1 3 1 -

1 34, 2 1 4) . The d ifficulties inherent i n  the deduction of l ike ly directional ity from exit 

chippi ng do not necessari ly ind icate that all is lost, as other features can be employed in 
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FIGURE 3 .9 .  The second of two defect conglomerates seen in F igure 3 . 1 .  This incision enters the 
anteromedial surface of the tenth left rib at a sharply acute angle, with the floor facing the 
vertebral end of the rib. Several incision marks are visible at the sternal boundary of the wound, 
and are pointed up with white arrow. 
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th is endeavor; we shall return to th is point below. Among his d im inutive col lection of 

serrated knives , Symes ( 1  992 :  1 78) observed that "min imal ch ipping" appeared along the 

kerf borders ; and although the exit ch ippi ng he describes was not vis ib le some ch ipping 

occurred at the entry poi nt of the kerf where the s ide of the cutting blade that was not 

beveled came i nto contact with the bone. 

General ly, the stab wounds generated with the use of the Farberware� knife show 

l ittle ch ipping or spl interi ng,  even in  the entry or exit reg ions of the defects . Only 3 of 

the 9 wounds obtained from the use of this pair show any ch ipping , ranging from 

"sl ight" to "moderate." The presence of any ch ipping is somewhat surpris ing, however, 

as the blade is beveled on both sides , even though the teeth are only bui lt into its left 

s ide. Th is may ind icate, rather than bei ng the result of the non-beveled side of a blade 

coming  �nto contact and pushing th rough the outer bone cortex (see Symes 1 992), 

chipping (even exit ch ipping) may result from the non-serrated side of the b lade coming 

into contact with the cortical bone - a very subtle but important d istinction.7 The first 

wound exh ib its the "s l ight" degree of chipping described above (Figure 3 . 1  Oa). Th is 

sha11ow wound demonstrates the extent of th is chipping is along its vertebral edge. The 

second injury, wh ich also shows a "s l ight" degree of chippi ng,  is depicted in Figure 

3 . 1  Ob. Th is cut wound, wh ich is open and deep, enters the anterior edge of the ri b at 

an approximate go· angle and presents itself main ly on the lateral surface of the bone. 

It i s  on the small portion of the injury visible on the medial surface, however, that a 

"sl ight" deg ree of chipping is vis ible at the root of the wound on the vertebral edge. The 

th ird i njury displays a "moderate" degree of chipping (Figure 3 . 1  Oc). This shal low, open 

7 This pattern wi l l  continue as the visual analysis progresses with the remaining two knife pairs , 
for in fact none of the knives used in this study has a non-beveled s ide to the ir cutting edges. 
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FIGURE 3 . 1 0 . Manifestations of chipping and/or spl intering among the injuries in the Farberware• 
collection (Pig 1 ), pointed out with white arrows. a, a "s l ight" degree of chipping Is vis ible in this 
stab wound to the anterior edge of the seventh right rib mldshaft region; b, this injury to the fifth 
right rib demonstrates a "sl ight" degree of ch ipping; c, a "moderate" degree of chipping is visible 
in th is  wound on the sixth right rib .  
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wound,  which enters the anterior edge at an acute ang le, expresses th i s  ch ipping on the 

sternal edge of the i njury at both the anteromedial and anterolateral sides of the floor. 

The injuries inflicted with the EkcoT .. "Fl int" pai r of knives exh ibit s im i lar variation . 

seen i n  these injuries when the wound edge separation feature was cons idered , ranging 

from no vis ib le chipping or sp l intering to a "marked" degree . Just over half of the 2 1  

wounds that compose this subclass ( 1 2 i njuries) show no chipping or sp l interi ng at the 

visual leve l ,  wh i le 5 show a "sl ight'' degree, 3 show a "moderate" degree, and 1 shows a 

"marked" degree. The deep i ncision into the face of a sternal articulation photographed 

in  Figure 3 . 1 1 a is an excel lent example of the complete lack of ch ipping or spl interi ng 

observed in  most of these i njuries. In contrast, the markedly separated , shallow wound 

in  Figure 3 . 1 1 b demonstrates the "sl ight" degree of chipp ing seen in  several of the 

EkcoTM specimens. One of the wounds classified as exhibiti ng a "moderate" degree of 

chipping also shows some spl intering (Fig ures 3 . 1 1 c, d). The shal low wound enters the 

bone approximately perpendicu larly to the posterior surface , presenting chipping in  the 

section of the wound floor visible on the medial side. Spl intering is visib le as wel l ,  on 

the portion of the injury extending across the surface of the posterior edge. A "marked" 

degree of ch ipping is vis ible on the vertebral s ide in the lateral surface of the ri b 

photographed in Figure 3 . 1 1 e. 

The col lection of wounds resu lting from the use of the Henckefs4P "Eversharp-Pro" pair 

of kn ives also ranges rather widely in its exh ib ition of chipping and spl i nteri ng . Of the 

1 3 injuries that make up th is col lection ,  3 show neither; the majority of the wounds, 

however, do d isplay some degree of this bone damage. Most manifestations of th is 

feature are of "s l ight" (4 inju ries) and "moderate" (5 i nju ries) degrees of 

ch ipping/spl intering; only 1 example of a "marked" degree are present among the 
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C 
FIGURE 3 . 1 1 .  Manifestations of chipping and/or spl intering among the mJunes in the Ekco™ 

collection (Pig 2). a, th is deep incis ion into the face of the sternal articulation on fourth right rib 
expresses no chipping or spl intering; b, the fairly open, shallow stab wound in the posterior edge 
of the thirteenth right rib shows a ·sl ight" degree of chipping; c, the medial floor of this stab to 
the posterior edge of the thirteenth left rib shows "moderate" chipping; d, the posterior surface of 
the same injury demonstrates some spl intering along its length; e, a ·marked" degree of chipping 
is seen in this injury to the eighth right rib. Features are pointed up with arrows. 
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FIGURE 3 . 1 1 (continued). 
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group.  A smal l ,  shal low stab wound that appears on the anterior surface of the neck of 

one ri b serves as an excel lent examp le of the lack of chi pping or spl i ntering that is so 

seldom seen in wounds of th is group (Figure 3 . 1 2a). The more common "sl ight" degree 

of ch ipping and spl intering can be observed i n  Figure 3 . 1 2 b. The deep,  lengthy cut into 

the anterior edge of th is ri b shows this feature on the portion of the wound vis ib le on 

the lateral side of the bone. A "moderate" degree of chipping (Figure 3 . 1 2c) is evident 

along the edges of some wounds; in this case, it is visi ble on the sternal edge of th is 

complex of shall ow stab wounds and incis ions , g iving the defect a s l ig htly ragged 

appearance . The shal low, narrow stab wound in Figure 3 . 1 2d ,  however, stands i n  stark 

contrast, exhibiting a "marked" degree of chi pping on its vertebral edge i n  the medial 

portion of the wound's floor. 

Lip Formation 

Lip formation refers to the creation of a small ledge or " l ip" of bone along the edges of a 

wound during the action of . cutting , vis ib le on most of the injuries within  the 

assemblage to some degree. Closely related to chipping and spl i ntering , l i pping occurs 

"where bone· is compressed as the blade is wedged into the material forming a l i p  on the 

outer surface of bone ," and is caused by contact between the beveled side of the cutting 

edge of the knife and the bone cortex (Symes 1 992: 1 80). The same 3-point scale that 

was establ ished for the description of chi pping and spl intering is used in describing the 

more frequent feature of l ipping , where it is visi ble: 

Slight l ipping evident with scrutiny, barely ascertained by touch 

Moderate: l ipping readily seen but only in a smal l  area, eas i ly ascertained by 
. touch 

Marked: l ipping easi ly seen and extensive, eas i ly ascertained by touch 
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FIGURE 3 . 1 2 . Manifestations of ch ipping and/or splintering among the injuries in the Henckels® 

collection (Pig 3) .  a, a complete lack of ch ipping/spl intering is evident in this shallow wound to 
the neck of the th ird right r ib; b ,  the more common "sl ight" degree of chipping and splintering is 
observed in  this deep, lengthy wound into the anterior edge of the th irteenth right rib ;  c ,  th is 
complex of defects, also seen in  Figure 3. 1 ,  evinces a "moderate" degree of chipping along the 
edges ; d, a "marked" degree of chipping is seen in this wound to the anterior edge of the fifth 
right rib. Features pointed up with arrow. 
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FIGURE 3 . 1 2  (continued). 
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Like chi pping/spl intering, the presence of l ipping can be difficult to ascertain and 

requ ires careful cons ideration. As it is present main ly at the entry point of the knife i nto 

bone (Symes 1 992), l ipp ing,  if observed, may also aid an i nvestigator in the 

determination of a cutting stroke's  d irectional ity. 

Lipping in the col lection of injuries caused by the use of the Farberwaree knife is 

somewhat variable , but fal ls  most heavily in the "sl ig ht" category and is general ly more 

greatly marked on the vertebral edges of the stab wounds. Of the 9 injuries infl icted 

with the Farberware9 knives, 6 are considered "sl ight," 2 demonstrate a "moderate" 

degree of l ipping , and 1 shows a "marked" degree. Those wounds with amounts of 

l ipping defi ned as s l ight (Figure 3 . 1 3a) are also qu ite shal low and markedly separated: 3 

of these are markedly separated , shal low stab wounds that express no degree of 

chipp ing or spl intering; 2 are marked ly separated nick marks that show no chipping or 

sp l intering;  and 1 is a deep,  markedly separated wound showing a "sl ight" deg ree of 

ch ipping in one aspect of the wound floor. Those injuries showing a "moderate" degree 

of l ip  formation are shal low injuries demonstrating differing appearances: the first i s  the 

"puncture" defect discussed above (see Figure 3 . 5), which exh ibits a "moderate" degree 

of l ipping on its sternal edge; the second, an open, shallow wound d isplaying only a 

"s l ight" degree of chipping, along with the "moderate" degree of l ipping,  on the vertebral 

edge (Figure 3 . 1 3c,. That defect classified as exh ibiting a "marked" degree of l ipping 

(Figure 3 . 1  3d) does so on both of the wound's edges, but the trait is more prominent on 

the vertebral edge; th is shal low, "marked ly" separated stab wound also shows a 

"moderate" degree of ch ipping on both the sternal edge and the anterolateral aspect of 

the wound floor. 
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FIGURE 3 . 1 3. Manifestations of l ip formation among the injuries in the Farberware� col lection (Pig 
1 ) . a, a "s l ight" degree of l ipping is vis ible on this deep wound to the right fifth rib; b, this injury 
to the seventh right rib shows a "moderate" degree of lip formation ; c, both edges of this stab 
wound to the sixth right rib show "marked" l ip formation, although this trait is more prominent on 
the vertebral edge. Features are pointed up with arrows . 
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FIGURE 3 . 1 3 (continued). 
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Whi le al l of the injuries compri s ing the co l lection obtained through the appl ication of 

the Farberware8 blades during the execut ion of the procedure show some degree of l ip 

formation, several of those infl icted with the EkcoTM "Fl int" blades display none, and the 

majority exh ibit a "sl ight' to "moderate" degree. Of the 2 1  wounds that comprise the 

Ekco™ group, 9 show no evidence of l i p formation, 5 express a "sl ight" degree, 6 

display a "moderate" degree, and only 1 exh ib its a "marked" degree. Those showing no 

l ip formation (Figure 3. 1 4a) are mainly narrow wounds expressing varying degrees of 

wound edge separation. The complex injury described above (see Figure 3 .2a) disp lays 

no l i pping along any of its edges . The wounds that demonstrate a "sl ight" degree of l ip  

formation (Figure 3 . 1 4b) are shal low, mostly narrow wounds :  one is a shal low, markedly 

separated injury showing a "s l ight" degree of chipping in the medial aspect of its floor; 

the second is a shal low, narrow wound exh ib iting no apparent chi pping; and the th i rd is 

a narrow nick mark express ing no ch ipp ing; the fourth is a narrow wound showing no 

ch ipping or sp lintering; and the fifth is an open wound showing no chipping or 

sp l intering. Of those wounds expressing a "moderate" degree of l ipping (F igure 3 . 1 4c) , 

three are deep , narrow stab wounds - two of which show no apparent ch ipping or 

spl intering and one of wh ich shows a "marked" degree of ch ipping - and two are 

shal low marks, one open and one fai rly open with only one displaying a "sl ight" degree 

of chipping. The deeper stab wounds were infl icted with the 5-inch uti l ity knife, wh i le 

the more shal low wounds were inflicted with the 8-inch s l icing knife. One of the injuries 

express ing a "moderate" degree of l ipping is the embedded tip of the 5-inch uti l ity kn ife 

(see Figure 3. 3). Th is defect shows its l ipping on its anterior edge. The unique wound 

that demonstrates a "marked" degree of l ipping along its vertebral edge (Figure 3. 1 4d) is 

a deep, moderately separated wound that was administered with the 5-inch util ity knife 
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FIGURE 3 . 1 4. Manifestations of l ip formation among the injuries in the EkcoTM collection (Pig 2). 
a, a s ignificant number of wounds in  this collection demonstrate no lipping, as seen in this narrow 
wound on the twelfth right rib; b, this i njury to the seventh right rib shows "sl ight" l ipping; c, a 
"moderate" degree of l ip formation is evident in this deep wound to the posterior edge of the fifth 
right r ib; d, this wound in the sixth right rib Is unique in showing a "marked" degree of l ipping 
along its vertebral edge. Features pointed out with arrows. 
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FIGURE 3 . 1 4  (continued). 
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and that shows a "s l ight" degree of ch ipping on its later�I floor and smal l  degree in the 

I ipped area. 

The wounds infl icted by the use of the Henckels 9 "Eversharp-Pro" pair of kn ives 

demonstrate a range of variation s imilar to that vis ible in the EkcoTM group of wounds. 

Of the 1 3 injuries compris ing the Henckels 9 col lection , l ip formation was not observed 

in 5 ,  observed to a "s l ight" degree in 5 ,  a "moderate" degree in 1 ,  and a "marked"' 

degree in 2. The wounds that show no l i pping (Figure 3 . 1  Sa) are qu ite d ifferent in their 

appearance: the first is the series of shal low stab wounds/incis ion marks described 

above (see Figure 3 . 1  ); the second, a deep, lengthy, narrow stab wound;  the third ,  a 

markedly separated ,  shal low wound; the fourth , a shal low, narrow wound; and the fifth, 

a narrow nick mark. Al l of these show chipping to some degree and were inflicted with 

the 8- inch carving knife. The i njuries d isplaying l ipping to only a "sl ight" degree, such 

as that photographed in  Figure 3 . 1  Sb, are mai n ly shal low wounds that are very narrow, 

showing either no chi pping or spl intering to a "marked" degree . The 3 shal low stab 

wounds are narrow, show differing degrees of chipping, and were infl icted using the 5-

inch uti l ity knife; the s ingu lar narrow nick mark shows no ch ipping and was 

admin istered with the 8- inch carving knife. The remaining wound, the second of two 

complex defects discussed briefly above (see Figure 3 .2b), is qu ite different in its 

man ifestation of the feature. In th is i njury, l ipping is apparent on both edges of the 

stab wound,  wh i le chipping is only vis ible on the sternal edge along the medial surface. 

The wound displaying a "moderate" degree of l ip formation is a shal low wound flanked 

by 3 incision marks on its sternal s ide (see Figure 3 .9); no chipping is immediately 

visible, although l ipping is clearly seen along the vertebral edge of the wound. The 

injuries that show a "marked" degree of l ipping (Figure 3 . 1  Sc), both infl icted with the 8-

i nch carving kn ife, are shal low narrow/moderately separated stab wounds man ifesting 
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FIGURE 3 . 1 5 .  Manifestations of l ip formation among the injuries in the Henckels® collection (Pig 
3). a, no l ipping is vis ible in this injury to the thirteenth left rib; b, this shallow, narrow stab 
wound to the fifth right rib demonstrates a "sl ight" degree of l ipping on its vertebral ·edge; c, this 
shal low wound to the eleventh left rib shows ·marked· degrees of l ipping on both the vertebral 
and sternal edges . Features pointed up with arrows. 
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a small degree of chipping. The first demonstrates lip formation along both edges of 

the stab wound, while the second shows its lipping on the vertebral edge on the medial 

surface and sternal edge on the lateral surface. 

Wall Appearance 

Wall appearance refers to the structure of the wall edges of the stab injuries as affected 

by the cutting action of the blade, with each knife pair showing a basically uneven 

pattern in wall structure that differs markedly according to pair. Characteristic 

structural patterns emerge that are specific to each pair. These patterns can be placed 

into three general categories: undulating, stepped, and clean. The "undulating" 

appearance manifests itself as a gentle waviness along the length of the wall, with blunt 

rounded peaks and valleys. Typically , only a minimal (<5) number of peaks/valleys are 

visible. On the other hand, the "stepped" appearance expresses itself in a ragged, stair

stepped appearance along the length of the wound's wall, giving the injury a rather 

messy appearance. A wound that demonstrates a "clean" appearance may be uneven, 

but its edges show no raggedness whatsoever; the defects' walls assume an uneven, 

cauterized look. The assemblage of injuries exhibits these varied traits in differing 

degrees, defined by the investigator in the following scale: 

Slightly [uneven/undulating/stepped/clean]: trait is visible but not completely 
expressed 

Moderately [Uneven/undulating/stepped/cleanf. trait is completely expressed 

Markedly [uneven/undulat/ng/stepped/cleanf. trait is exaggeratedly expressed 

Overall, the walls of the collection of injuries administered through the use of the 

Farberware• knife are characterized by an uneven, undulating appearance. Of the 9 

wounds incurred with the Farberware• blade, 2 appear to be straight, showing no 
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unevenness; 4 are classified as "slightly uneven/undulating," as they show some degree 

of undulation but the trait is not ful ly demonstrated; and 2 express a "marked" degree 

of undulation. Those injuries that show no unevenness (Figure 3. 1 6a) are open, shallow 

cuts inflicted with the 5-inch utility knife that manifest no chipping and only minor 

amounts of lip formation. Two of the injuries displaying "slightly uneven/undulating" 

walls (Figure 3.1 6b) are relatively featureless in al l other categories: one is a markedly 

separated, shal low stab mark showing no chipping or splintering and only a "slight" 

degree of lipping; the other, a markedly separated nick mark with no accompanying 

chipping or splintering and a "slight" degree of lipping. The remaining two wounds 

expressing slightly uneven/undulating wal ls are shal low stab injuries, both of which 

show "marked" degrees of wound edge separation, that were incurred with the 5-inch 

utility knife and demonstrate widely varying degrees of chipping and lip formation. 

Careful examination of the wal ls of the puncture-like wound described above (Figure 

3.5), particularly in the open portion of the defect, reveals a manifestation of a 

"markedly uneven/undulating" appearance. The complete expression of this feature is 

more clear in a deep, markedly separated stab wound that shows "slight" amounts of 

chipping and lipping (Figure 3. 1 6c). One injury has not been classified according to 

wal l  appearance due to breakage of the bony flap generated from the entrance of the 

wound at a markedly acute angle was during examination. Coupled with the fact that 

the additional confines of this wound are somewhat il l-defined, this marked ly separated 

nick mark demonstrating no chipping or splintering and only a "slight" degree of lip 

formation is not wel l  suited for proper assessment of the wal l  appearance feature. 

The 2 1  wounds obtained from Pig Carcass 2, that which sustained injuries from the 

Ekcon1 knife pair, seem to be general ly characterized by unevenness if not a jagged, 

stepped appearance that is widely divergent in its manifestations. None of the defects 
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FIGURE 3 . 1 6. Manifestations of wal l appearance among the injuries in the Farberware• col lection 
(Pig l ). a, no unevenness is vis ible in these shallow stab wounds in  the anterior edge of the ninth 
right rib; b, the walls of this wound on the n inth left rib demonstrate a "sl ightly 
uneven/undulating" appearance; c, this deep, markedly separated stab wound to the fifth right rib 
shows a "markedly uneven/undulatingff appear·ance . 
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FIGURE 3 . 1 6  (continued). 
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examined from th is collection shows a straight wal l  appearance. Seven are cal led 

"s l ightly uneven/stepped ," as they display a mi ld ly stair-stepped appearance; 1 0  are 

considered "uneven/stepped ," as they ful ly express unevenness and a stai r-stepped,  

toothed appearance; and 1 is classified as "markedly uneven/stepped," as th is trait i s  

rather exaggerated in its man ifestation .  The i njuries demonstrating a "s l ightly 

uneven/stepped" appearance (Figure 3 . 1  7a) are main ly, shal low stab wounds displaying 

varying degrees of wound edge separation, moderate ch ipping and sp l interi ng, and 

some l i p  formation. They were incurred with both the 5- inch ut i l ity and 8-i nch s l icing 

kn ives. Those stab wounds showing a "moderately uneven/stepped" wal l appearance 

(Figure 3 . 1 7b) are main ly shal low injuries - on ly 3 are deep stabs - and show varying 

expressions of depth , wound edge separation , ch ipping/spl intering ,  and l ip  formation . 

These were also infl icted with both the 5-i nch and 8-inch knives . The s ingular "marked ly 

uneven/stepped" injury (Figure 3 . 1 7c) , generated with the 5- inch uti l ity knife .  Th is 

deep, s l ig htly open wound enters the posterior edge of the rib at a s l ightly acute ang le 

and is remarkable in  the prom inent l ipp ing vis ib le along the vertebral edge as the 

wound extends onto the medial surface , as wel l  as the moderate degree of chi pping on 

the edge of the floor vis ible on the posterior edge of the bone and sp l i ntering along 

portions of the vertebral l ip ,  al l  of which combine with the stair-stepped appearance of 

the wal ls to g ive thi s  injury a h igh ly ragged appearance. Three defects in  this group of 

injuries , one of which is the broken knife tip of the 5- inch uti l ity knife (see Figure 3 . 3a), 

were not included in  the class ification for wall appearance. A moderately separated n ick 

mark inflicted with the 8-i nch s l icing knife is too shal low to properly assess this trait at 

the visual level .  I n  addition , the complex injury among the Ekco™ subclass (see Figure 

3 .2) lends itself quite poorly to the determ ination of wal l appearance. 
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FIGURE 3 . 1 7 .  Manifestations of wal l appearance among the injuries in the Ekco™ col lection (Pig 2). 
a, the "s l ightly uneven/stepped· aspect of several stab injuries is depicted in this shallow wound 
on the posterior edge of the fifth right rib; b, th i s  injury in the twelfth right rib shows a 
"moderately uneven/stepped· wall appearance; c, the incis ion into the sternal articulation of the 
fourth right rib demonstrates a "markedly uneven/stepped· appearance. Features pointed up with 
arrows. 
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The collection of injuries resulting from the application of the Henckels 9 "Eversharp

Pro" knives exh ib its something of a different trait than those cons idered for the previous 

two kn ife sets. Overall, the walls of these wounds are characterized by a clean , 

"cauterized" appearance; whi le the wounds do show some chipping ,  it i s  not h ighly 

evident along the edges of the walls ,  wh ich, though not straight in appearance, seem to 

be remarkably free of the rough edges seen in the other groups of stab marks. Of the 

1 3 Henckels 9 wounds, 3 do not demonstrate the clean appearance observed in the 

remain ing 1 0  injuries ,  and are s imply uneven (Figure 3. 1 Sa). Four  are called "slightly 

uneven and clean ," as the structures of ·these walls deviate from a straight path vis i bly to 

a very small degree, and 6 are class ified as "moderately uneven and clean." The 1'slightly 

uneven and clean" wounds (Figure 3 . 1  Sb) exh ib it an array of man ifestations, from a 

deep, lengthy, moderately separated wound with a slight degree of ch ipping but no 

l ipping to a moderately separated n ick mark with a slight degree of l ipping but no 

ch ipping or splintering.  All of these were generated with the 8-inch carving knife. The 

wounds compris ing the "moderately uneven and clean" (Figure 3. 1 Sc) grou p are 

un iformly rather shallow, inflicted with both the 5-i nch and 8-inch kn ives and showing 

varying deg rees of wound edge separation , ch i pping, splintering , and lip formation .  

Two of these are the collective incis ion defects described above (see Figures 3 . 1  and 

3 . 9). 

RESULTS I I: EXAMINATION UNDER LOW-POWER MAGNIFICATION 

Since the low-power magn ification and microscopic portions of the procedu re bui ld on 

the foundations laid during the visual procedure, descri bing in g reat detai l the traits 

uncovered therein ,  con sideration of their results is presented more in the form of a 

d iscussion rather than the outline type of structure used for the visual results . 
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FIGURE 3 . 1 8 . Manifestations of wal l appearance among the injuries in the Henckels® collection 
(Pig 3). a, this uneven injury to the posterior edge of the eleventh left rib does not disp lay the 
cauterized appearance in its wal ls that most of the Henckelse wounds show; b, a "s l ightly uneven 
and clean" aspect is assumed in the wal ls of this shal low, sl ightly open stab wound mark on the 
eleventh left r ib; c, th is n ick injury on the anterolateral surface of the fourteenth left rib 
demonstrates a ·moderately uneven and clean· wall appearance. Features pointed out with 
arrows. 
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FIGURE 3 . 1 8  (continued). 
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Injuries I nfl icted with the Farberware� Blades 

Whi le chipping and spl intering are not often observed among these wounds at the visual 

leve l ,  the magn ified eye perceives these features with far greater frequency and 

· accuracy; in all but 3 of the 9 wounds examined , chi pping , spl intering ,  or both. are 

apparent. Chipping, where it is present, is vis ible main ly in the medial and lateral 

aspects of the wound floor. In Figure 3 . 1  9, for example, bone chipping is seen on the 

floor corner of the vertebral side of the wound,  g iving the almost rectangular floor an 

angled appearance. A tentative connection is also drawn from the appearance of bone 

spl intering ,  a phenomenon seldom d irectly observed at the visual level , and l i p  

formation along wound edges. These two features seem to occur together in 4 of S 

wounds dis playing s ignificant l ipping ,  with the spl intering presenting itself on the edge 

of the bony l ip  or on the surface of the l i p  facing the interior of the injury (Figure 3 .20). 

L ip formation al so shows itself to be more prominent at this level of exam ination than it 

appeared to be at the visual leve l ,  with all wounds demonstrating the feature to some 

degree. In fact, 6 of the 9 wounds are described during the low-power magn ification 

examination as having "marked" l i pping ,  particularly along the vertebral edges of the 

stab wounds (Figure 3 .2 1 ). Also s ign ificant in the magnified analys is of the injuries is 

the continued observation of the wounds '  wal ls  as "undulating ,"  even if these traits are 

only s l ightly pronounced (Figure 3 . 22); th is strengthens the uti l ity of wal l appearance as 

a diagnostic trait, as at the visual level it can be argued that the structure of the wal l is 

easi ly obscured by the difficu lty of the human eye to d iscern such fi ne detai l ,  particularly 

in the face of such features as ch i pping,  spl intering , and l i pping. No add itional evidence 

of incis ion marks , save for the two occurrences observed at the visual level ,  is seen. 
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FIGURE 3 . 1 9 . Bone chipping is apparent i n  the corner of the medial floor and the vertebral edge 
of this wound to the fifth right rib of Pig 1 . 
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FIGURE 3 .20 .  Splintering is visible on the interior of the bony l ip,  which appears prominent under 
magnification , along the vertebral edge of this injury to the seventh right rib of Pig 1 . 
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FIGURE 3 . 2 1 . Marked l ipping is visible on the vertebral edge of this wound in the anterior edge of 
the s ixth right rib of Pig 1 . 
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FIGURE 3 .22 .  Evident in this lateral view of the deep stab wound on the anterior edge of the fifth 
right rib Is the "uneven/undulating· appearance that seems to characterize the walls of the 
wounds compris ing the Farberware• injury collection. 
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Injuries Infl icted with the EkcoTII .. Fli nt" Blades 

Upholding the observations made during the visual inspection, magnified examination 

of this col lection of wounds reveals very l ittle in the way of ch ipping and spl intering. 

When it does appear, however, ch ipping is seen, mainly in the interior of the wound 

floors (Figure 3 .2 3) ,  or in the medial or lateral aspects of the injury floors , potentially 

giving an ind ication of d irectional ity (Figure 3.24). Li p formation, wh i le general ly 

observed to a s l ight/moderate degree during the visual examination, is again relatively 

more marked in the magnified examination, and presents itself in several specimens in a 

unique fash ion, giving rise to a heretofore unrecognized trait. In a number of the 

injuries wherein l ipping is present to any s ignificant degree (4 of 1 3 wounds), the 

surface of the l ip edge facing the interior of the stab wound contains another cut, giving 

the appearance of a "cleft l ip" (Figure 3.2 5). This feature may be caused by jump of the 

knife with in the confines of the wound , but it is seen mainly in the injuries resulting 

from the EkcoTM kn ife pair. The appearance of the cut wal ls  shows itself to be diagnostic 

at the level of low-power magnification, with the uneven/stepped appearance expressed 

at the visual level continuing to be observed at the microscopic level (Figure 3 .26). 

Additionally; the floors of several stab wounds assume a more tapered, pointed aspect 

(Figure 3 .27) - in contrast to the somewhat more blocky profi le of the Farberware9 

knife injuries . Th is tapered image is augmented .by the overal l  narrowness expressed by 

the cut itself, with the moderately separated , tapered wound of the ·EkcoTM knife 

appearing almost streamlined in contrast to the open, blocky wound of the Farberware9 

knife. Little evidence of incis ion marks is evident among this col lection of injuries , 

either at the visual or magnified levels of analysis. 
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FIGURE 3 . 2 3 .  Chipping in the floor of this injury to the posterior edge of the midshaft region of 
the twelfth right rib of Pig 2 .  
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FIGURE 3 .24. Chipping is apparent i n  the medial aspect of the floor of th is stab wound in  the 
posterior edge of the thirteenth left rib of Pig 2. 
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FIGURE 3 . 2 5 .  This injury to the fourteenth left rib of Pig 2 demonstrates the unique "cleft- l ip" 
appearance that is observed among several of the injuries in the Ekco™ col lection. 
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FIGURE 3.26. The walls of this injury to the fifteenth left rib of Pig 2 show the "moderately 
uneven/stepped" appearance characteristic of the EkcoTN wounds. 
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FIGURE 3 .27 .  The floor of this stab wound in  the fourth right rib of Pig 2 exhibits a pointed, 
tapered appearance. 
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I nju ries Infl i cted with the Hencke l s• "Eversharp-Pro" Blades 

Among the wounds generated by the Henckels 9 blades , the amount of ch ipping and 

spl i ntering apparent through magnified examination is on ly sl ightly more marked than 

that observed i n  the visual inspection, occurring main ly in the wound floors (Figure 

3 .28). No doubt this  contributes to, at least i n  part, the extremely clean appearance of 

the wounds as a whole and the wal ls in particular. None of the wal ls  assume a straight, 

enti rely l inear appearance; al l are uneven in some respect. Wh i le this non l i near qual ity is 

easi ly classified as "undu lating" or "stepped" in  the remain ing knife pai rs ,  in these knife 

injuries the unevenness i s  not patterned (Figu re 3 . 29). However, the "cauterized" aspect 

of the waHs remarked upon during the visual inspection is brought into greater focus at 

the magn ified level , particularly as the role of chipp ing and spl i ntering is d im inished. It 

is this trait more than any other that sets the Henckels9 kn ives apart from the remain ing 

im plements . Whereas in  the groups of stab wounds inflicted with the Farberwaree and 

Ekco111 kn ife pai rs a sign ificant, if m in imal at the visual level , amount of chi pping and 

sp l intering is vis ible along the edges and floors at the magn ified level , these features 

appear lacking in the Henckels• col lection,  al leviati ng the effects of the movement of 

the knife that usual ly result i n  a rough appearance (Figure 3 . 30). Like thei r  immediate 

predecessors, these stab wounds have a pointed ,  tapered aspect to their floors; but the 

streaml in ing effect of this characteristic on these relatively narrow wounds is 

undermined by the basic unevenness of the walls .  Th is  collection is also characterized 

by the s ign ificant amount of tooth incis ions observed at the microscopic as wel l  as the 

visual level .  Those tooth incision marks that are visible at the visual level are more 

easi ly exam ined at the m icroscopic level ,  and reveal a surpris ing amount of l i p  

formation along their edges and chi pping where the incis ion mark conglomerates come 

together (Figure 3 . 3 1 ) .  
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FIGURE 3 . 28 .  A marked degree of chipping is evident in the medial aspect of this wound on the 
posterior edge of the thirteenth left rib of Pig 3. Only a "slight· degree of chipping was visible 

· here at the visual level. 
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FIGURE 3 . 29 .  The non-patterned unevenness characteristic of the Henckels ® i njuries is eas i ly 
d iscerned in the walls of this stab wound i n  the anterior edge of the fifth right rib of Pig 3 .  
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FIGURE 3 . 30 .  Apparent i n  the vast majority (70%) of the wounds comprtsmg the Henckels ® 

col lection is a "clean,"  cauterized appearance, even at the microscopic level ,  such as that seen in  
the walls of  th is  injury to the eleventh left r ib .  
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FIGURE 3 . 3 1 .  lip formation and chipping are visible under magnification where the incis ion marks 
of this conglomerate of defects , seen above in F igure 3. 1 ,  �ome together. 
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RESULTS I l l: SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPIC EXAMINATION 

The Farberware• Injury Col lection 

Under scann ing electron microscopy, the coalescence of apparent Farberware9- injury 

features such as chipping, splintering , and lip formation into an uneven , slightly "messy" 

wound becomes more clear as these are brought up in fine detail. Small amounts of 

chipping and ·splintering are vis i ble along the edges of the stab wounds,  as shown i n  the 

i njuries photographed in  Figure 3 .32 .  While not observed at the visual or low-power 

magn ification levels, chipping is also demonstrated around the lateral aspect of the 

wound floor (Figure 3.3 3). Under scanning electron magnification , we see that the 

wound continues to appear relatively open, with the floor showing the wide, somewhat 

rectangular appearance observed at lower magnification; this is characteristic of the 

Farberware9 injuries. Bony lip formation along the edges of the wounds is not as 

evident as in the lower levels of analys is ,  but is still vis ible to some extent (Figure 3. 34). 

Under this high-power magn ification , it is easy to see the "pushing upward" of cortical 

bone that occurred as the knife blade came into contact with the bone and prog ressed 

inward, resulting in  lip formation ; this i s  particularly apparent along the vertebral edges 

of the injuries. More evident, however, is the uneven , undulating structure of the walls 

seen fi rst at the visual level, which is demonstrated by most specimens under scann ing 

electron magnification . For example, as the stab wound in Figure 3 . 34a progresses into 

the bone one can d iscern waves within the structure of the walls; this feature is 

demonstrated in several specimens among the Farberware collect ion to varying degrees 

under SEM (Figure 3.3 5). 

The Ekcone I njury Collection 

The variety of trait man ifestations we have seen in the collection of i njuries result ing 

from the use of the EkcoTM kn ives conti nues under SEM analysis. As i n  the lower levels 
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FIGURE 3 . 32 .  Scanning electron micrographs of two separate injuries showing chipping and 
spl intering resufting from injury with the Farberware• knives ,  pointed up with black arrows (Pig 1 ). 
a, the lateral aspect of this deep stab wound to the fifth right rib demonstrates some surface 
chipping along the vertebral edge of the wound (anterior edge toward top; magnification = xBO) ; 
b, ch ipping and splintering seen along the bony flap compris ing the vertebral edge of th is stab 
wound to the posterior edge of the ninth left rib (facing posteromedial surface, sternal end toward 
top; magnification = x70) . 
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FIGURE 3 . 3 3 .  Scanning electron micrograph of the lateral aspect of the deep stab wound to the 
fifth right rib of Pig 1 .  This demonstrates a wide open , somewhat "blocky" rectangular appearance 
as wel l  as chipping and splintering around the floor area (pointed up with black arrow). Anterior 
edge of r ib is toward top ; magnification = x80. 
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FIGURE 3 . 34 .  Scanning electron micrograph of two injuries showing bony l ip formation in the 
Farberware® col lection. a, view of the entry point of the stab wound into the anterior edge of the 
fifth right rib shows the "pushing up" of cort ical bone to form a bony lip at the vertebral edge, as 
wel l  as the beginnings of uneven, undulating wal l structures (anterior edge toward top; 
magnification = x60); b ,  the spl intering and "pushing upward· of cortical bone, pointed up by 
black arrows , is vis ible along the vertebral edge of this i njury to the n inth left rib, a feature that 
not readily vis ible under low-power magnifi cation (lateral edge toward top ;  magnifi cation = x70). 
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FIGURE 3 .  3 5 .  Scanning electron micrographs of the wal ls of two stab wounds to ribs i n  Pig 1 ,  with 
wal l edges pointed up with black arrows. a, further along the stab injury demonstrated in 3 . 38a, 
showing the progression of the undulating, uneven wall structure vis ible (anterior edge toward 
top; magnification = x70) ; b, the vertebral edge of the wall of the n inth left r ib demonstrates a 
s l ightly uneven, undulating appearance (facing posteromedial surface , s ternal end toward top; 
magnification = x200). 
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of analysi s ,  these inju ries appear for the most part as moderately separated , mai n ly 

shal low stab wounds that express a tapered appearance (Figu re 3 . 36) ,  a feature we wil l  

return to below. I nstances of spl i ntering and chi pping are rare among the specimens i n  

this high level of magn ification , appeari ng in  less than ¼ of the injuries ,  but where they 

do appear they are marked. The presence of the broken 5-i nch uti l ity kn ife ti p (see 

Figu re 3 .3) ,  embedded as it is i n  the bone, appears to engender a s ignificant amount of 

bone spl i nteri ng in  the bone su rround ing the exposed broken portion of the blade on 

the lateral s ide of the ri b (Figu re 3.3 7). Other wounds demonstrate severe spl intering 

along thei r edges (Figure 3 .38). One i nju ry expresses sp l intering in conjunction with 

l i pping, another relatively uncommon trait at the SEM level ; both , however, are relatively 

s l ight (F igure 3 . 39a) . As i n  the Farberware@ collection of wounds,  the "push ing upward" 

of cortical bone that creates the effect of l i p  formation is read i ly v is i ble (Figure 3 . 39). 

The "cleft l ip" appearance seen in a number of EkcoTM i nju ries at the low-power 

magn ification level is not observed at th is h igher level of magn ification .  On the other 

hand,  the uneven , stair-stepped wall appearance that presents itself at the visual and 

low-power magn ification levels  is quite vis i ble, showi ng itself i n  many of the specimens 

(Figure 3 .40). Th is stepped , uneven appearance, combined with the narrowness 

descri bed above and the sharp tapering of the wound floor (see Figures 3 .40, 3 .41 ), 

general ly gives these injuries a rather streaml ined but messy appearance, particu larly in 

wounds that also d isplay spl interi ng. The structu re of the stab wound floors, where not 

obscured by other features , demonstrates a sharp , constricted V shape with l ittle 

curving along the corners of the floor and the vertebral and sternal edges . Overall, the 

wounds express a very rough appearance, on the interior as wel l as the exterior (Figure 

3.42). 
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FIG URE 3 . 36 .  Scanning electron micrographs of two injuries from Pig 2 that demonstrate the 
characteristic narrowness of the Ekco™ stab wounds. a, this injury to the posterior edge of the 
twelfth right rib shows a nearly closed appearance (view of medial s ide ,  vertebral end toward top; 
magnification = x 40); b ,  this injury to the anterior edge of the twelfth right rib is quite narrow in 
its man ifestation (view of anterior surface, sternal end toward top;  magnification :z x45). 
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FIGURE 3 . 3 7 . Scann ing electron micrograph of the t ip of the broken 5-inch Ekco™ util ity knife 
embedded in the fourth right rib of Pig 2 .  White arrows point up the h igh degree of bone 
spli ntering around the broken portion of the knife blade on the lateral surface of the bone, whi le 
the metal of the blade shows up as a mottled , rough  black and white object. Posterof ateral edge 
of the rib is toward t�e top; magnification = x45 .  
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FIGURE 3 . 3 8 . Scanning electron m icrographs demonstrating bone splintering, pointed up with 
black arrows , along the edges of two wounds from Pig 2. a, point of entry for a deep stab into the 
sternal articulation of the fourth right rib (view of medial s ide, sternal articulation at top) ; b, 
vertebral edge of a stab wound on the posterior edge of the fifth right rib (view of lateral side, 
anterior edge toward top ;  magn ification = x45) .  
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FIGURE 3 . 39 .  Scanning electron micrographs showing l ipping along the edges of a wound to the 
eighth right rib of Pig 2 (view of medial s ide,  sternal end toward top). a, this image of the entry 
point of the stab into the rib d isplays a sl ight amount of bone sp l interi ng in conjunction with l ip  
formation , both pointed up with black arrows (magnification = xSO); b, as  the wound progresses 
into the rib, ch ipping is no longer vis ib le  but l ipping is st i l l  apparent, pointed up with black arrows 
(magnification = x70}. 
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FIGURE 3 .40. Scanning electron m icrographs demonstrating the characteristic uneven/stepped 
appearance seen among the EkcoT" collection of i njuries (Pig 2), pointed up with black arrows. a, 
the floor and wal ls of this stab to the sternal face of the fourth right rib show a narrow, stepped 
appearance (view of medial s ide, sternal face toward top;  magn ification = x70); b, the edges of 
th is wound to the anterior surface . of the eleventh right rib demonstrate an uneven, stepped 
appearance (view of anterior surface , sternal end toward top; magnifi cation = x70) ; c, in  this 
lateral view 9f an injury to the posterior edge of the fourteenth left r ib, the beginn ings of 
unevenness are vis ible (anterior edge toward top; magnification = x45) ;  d, the edges of the bony 
flap that constitutes the sternal edge of th is  stab wound to the posterior edge of the fifteenth left 
rib show an uneven, stepped appearance (view of posterior su rface, or the exterior, of the bone 
flap; magnification = x60) . 
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FIGURE 3 40 · (continued). 
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FIG URE 3 . 4 1 . · Scan ning electron m icrographs i l lustrating sharp tapering, pointed up with black 
arrows, of wound floors in rib i njuries from Pig 2. a, med ial view of a stab wound to the posterior 
edge at the m idshaft reg ion of the twelfth r ight rib (vertebral end is toward top; magnificat ion = 
x40) ; b, th i s  injury to the posterior edge of the fourteenth left r ib shows s ign ificant constriction at 
its floor (v iew of lateral s ide, anterior edge toward top; magnification = x90). 
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FIG U RE 3 .42 .  Scanning electron micrograph showing roughness along the interior of one stab 
wou nd from the i nju ries in Pig 2. Medial view, i ncluding interior, of stab wound to the posterior 
edge of the thirteenth right rib demonstrates a simi lar appearance (vertebral end toward top; 
magnification = xSO) .  
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The Henckels® I njury Collection 

Absolute lack of ch ipping and sp l interi ng along the edges and with i n  the interiors of the 

co l lection of stab wounds is immed iate ly apparent under SEM examination, and only the 

s l ightest amount of l ipping is vis ible ,  making the extremely "clean" appearance of the 

Hencke ls e wounds seen at the previous levels of analysis even more stri king at th is  h igh 

level of magnification. As in  the low-power magn ification examination ,  though the 

edges of the injuries' wal ls  appear to be uneven ,  the wal l s  themse lves continue to reflect 

this clean , almost "cauterized" appearance vis ible at the lower magnification levels 

(Figure 3 .43) .  At the scann ing electron leve l ,  the re latively narrow wal l s  taper into a 

s l ightly pointed , wide, and shal low U - as opposed to the sharp ly-pointed V shape 

demonstrated by the Ekco inju ries in Figure 3 .4 1  - leaving the injury with less of a 

constricted , streaml ined appearance as its immediate predecessors (Figure 3 .44). 

Significant among the Henckels e stab wounds under scanning electron magn ification ,  

although certain ly not a un ique identifying characteristic, i s  the appearance of broken 

fibe rs caught with in the wal l s  of the wounds (F igure 3 .45) .  Th is trait is vis ible to a smal l  

extent in the Ekco col lection and to a wider degree in the Henckels col lection at the low

power magn ification level ,  but it is on ly man ifest in the latter under SEM.  
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FIGURE 3 . 4 3 .  Scanning electron micrograph of two wounds showing the clean , uneven structure 
- pointed up with black arrows - that characterizes the injuries infl icted with the Henckels® 

knives (Pig 3). a, this injury to the anterior surface of the thirteenth right rib shows extreme 
cleanl iness along its edge (view of lateral side, anterior surface at top right corner; magn ification = 
x90); b ,  th is Injury to the posterior surface of the thirteenth left rib shows a clean, uneven aspect 
(view of posterior surface, sternal end toward top; magnification = x70) . 
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FIGURE 3 .44. Scanning electron micrograph of the floor of a stab wound to the eleventh left rib of 
Pig 3. This demonstrates the s l ightly pointed, wide, shallow U shape found among the Henckels� 
injuries (view of lateral s ide, vertebral edge toward top ; magni fication = x35) .  Note also the very 
s l ight amount of l ipping, "clean," uneven edges, and smal l fibers present with in the wound, 
concentrated toward the floor area. 
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FIG URE 3 . 4 5 .  Scanning electron m icrograph of the stab wound to the thirteenth right rib of Pig 3 
at its floor, showi ng concentration of broken fibers caught i n  wal ls of wound. View of lateral s ide, 
vertebral edge toward top; magnification = x80. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

STAB WOUND MORPHOLOGY: A CONSIDERATION 

As we have seen, while research abounds when dealing with knife injuries in soft tissue 

- particularly skin - very little has been accomplished regarding the specifics of these 

injuries in bone. Still, the work that has been done to date proves itself informative to 

this research. The injuries that comprise this study assemblage correspond most 

closely with "false start" kerfs inflicted as an individual attempts to saw through bone or 

other material (Figure 4. 1; see also Reichs 1998; Symes et al. 1998),8 and 

The value of false starts in sawed bone analysis is immediate. While false starts 
do not always exist, the presence of a kerf is analogous to a completely sectioned 
bone reconstructed. ,:-he false start kerf diagramed . . .  is composed of two in itial 
corners, two wal ls, two floor corners, and a floor. While these features may not 
instantly appear to reflect saw blade design, it Is Important to recognize that they 
are indicative of the total cutting action of the saw [Symes 199 2 : 53]. 

This type of wound can be particularly telling in the case of serrated knives, which "cut 

grooves that mimic dimensions of a blade's cutting edge" (Symes 199 2 : 53), increasing 

the wealth of information a forensic investigator may obtain from an intact knife wound 

injury. This is due to the fact that the teeth of a serrated knife have no set, a feature of 

most saw blades that strives to keep the saw blade from binding to the cutting medium 

by differing the positions of the teeth (Reichs 1 998; Symes 1 99 2 ;  Symes et al. 1 998). 

The serrated knife appears to be most closely related in form to fine toothed bow saws 

like hacksaws, and the class and individual characteristics of these implements are 

directly related to the morphology of the injuries they create; their manifestations in 

8 Symes ( 1 992) d istinguishes between two separate types of wounds: the false start kerf and the 
break away spur/bone cross-section. 
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FIGURE 4. 1 .  I l lustrations of a false start kerf and bone cross section with breakaway spur. From 
Symes SA. Morphology of saw marks in human bone: identification of class characteristics. [Ph.D. 
dissertation.] Knoxville (TN): The University of Tennessee, 1 992; 36. 
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bone coalesce to become a signature for two variations of Symes' "Class A" kerf 

illustrated in Figure 4.2 (Symes 1992 :55 -63). These characteristic stab wounds possess 

a number of distinctive traits, including one corner of the wound floor being straight 

while its opposite is rounded (Figure 4.2), and blade tapering that further affects the 

structure of the injury (Symes 1992). The wounds inflicted with serrated knives are 

generally narrow, and tend to take on a V shape (Reichs 1998; Symes 1992; see also 

Table 1.2). These implements also tend to generate little in the way of bone chipping or 

"wastage" (Reichs 1998:3 58-3 59). Additionally, serrated knives are apt to give rise to a 

significant amount of tooth scratch, or striations produced as the toothed blade leaves 

the stab, that may yield valuable information regarding the extent of space between 

teeth (Symes 1992; see also Bonte 1975). In her research dealing with cases of criminal 

dismemberment, where serrated knives may be employed as saws, Reichs (1998:3 54) 

points out that the resulting wounds normally present "one wall smooth and polished, 

the other striated." Sawing with serrated knives may also give rise to striae on the bone 

surface; these striae, when present, generally manifest themselves in a direction parallel 

to that of the floor of the stab wound (Reichs 1998). The fact that teeth of serrated 

blades are bereft of set increases a wound's diagnostic power, particularly if it is a 

cross-section (as opposed to a false start) type of injury (Symes 1992:63). This affects 

blade drift, which is a significant gauge of how much space lies between each tooth and 

is seen in injuries caused by large-toothed serrated knives with single-side serrations as 

well as in alternating set saws (Symes 1992; Symes et al. 1999). 

Reichs (1998:3 59) points out that with knives bearing serrations on only one side of 

the cutting blade, "a cut may be produced with no uniform patterning," making 

generalizations about blade morphology somewhat difficult. Nevertheless, a number of 

conclusions as to the general morphological characteristics of the stab wounds under 
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FIGURE 4.2 .  Variants within the Class A kerf type, which is comprised of fine toothed bow saws 
(variants 1 -9) and serrated knives (variants 1 0- 1 1 ). From Symes SA. Morphology of saw marks in 
human bone: identification of class characteristics . [Ph.D. dissertation.) Knoxvil le (TN): The 
University of Tennessee, 1 992;  56. 
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consideration can be drawn. As we shall see below, clear differences are manifest 

among each of the three knife pairs within the characteristic categories established 

during the analysis. However, little to no difference was perceived between the two 

knives in each pair. Green ( 1 978) points out that although kitchen knives are widely 

employed in the commission of homicides, they tend to bend and break easily, a trait 

that was demonstrated by a number of implements during the course of the experiment. 

This may have contributed to the lack of difference observed, as it altered the ratio of 5-

inch to 8-inch knives used severely. On the other hand, given the fact that the blade 

structures of the knives in question are very similar in each pair, it is more likely that 

blade length (and, correspondingly, blade width) have little impact on the morphology of 

the injuries they inflict in bone tissue. The Farberware• "knife pair" is actually 

comprised of only one knife, the 5-inch utility knife, in the final analysis, as the 8-inch 

slicer knife broke before it inflicted any significant wounds. 

Slightly more chipping/splintering and lip formation are apparent with the 8-inch 

Ekco knife. Additionally, the two injuries inflicted with the 5-inch Henckels• knife to Pig 

3 are identical to each other in every way but in their manifestations of 

chipping/splintering. The presence of distinctive traits is generally supported at the 

magnified levels, with microscopic analysis serving more of an illustrative or 

corroborating purpose than identifying further differentiation in these features. Among 

the injuries inflicted with the Ekco,. knives, more chipping and lipping are uncovered 

under low-power magnification, and four wounds were observed to show less of a 

stepped appearance: 5 are observed to have more chipping and 3 are seen to manifest 

less; 4 injuries are observed to display more lip formation and 3 are seen to 

demonstrate less; and 4 wounds are observed to express less of a stair-stepped wall 

appearance while 1 is seen to show more. In the collection of injuries administered with 
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the Henckels• knives, slightly less chipping, lipping and unevenness are seen: 3 wounds 

are observed to have less chipping/splintering while 1 is seen to express more; 5 

wounds are observed to show less lip formation while 2 are seen to display more; and 2 

walls appear to be straight rather than uneven under magnification. Especially 

prominent among the collections of injuries inflicted with the Farberware, e Ekco,T .. and 

Henckels• knives are differences in degree of wound edge separation, most marked 

between the Farberware• knife, which produces mainly open or fairly open stab wounds, 

and the Henckels• knives, which inflict primarily narrow wounds; and wall appearance, 

which seems to be distinct for each type of knife. Stab wounds inflicted with the 

Farberware• knife, which has a thickness of 0. 11 cm, generally demonstrate a "marked" 

degree of wound edge separation, while those administered with the Henckels• knives, 

which have thicknesses of 0.1 4  cm (S·inch) and 0.1 9  cm (8-inch), show a "moderate" 

degree of separation. When measured, the widths of these wounds are less than the 

thicknesses of the blades that were used to generate them. This is not surprising given 

the fact that the wounds were inflicted on fresh bone, which constricts after injury and 

thus shrinks the width (Reichs 1 998), reducing the possibility of positive correlation 

between blade thickness and the degree to which the edges of the wounds are 

separated. Wounds inflicted with the Farberware• knife present uneven and sometimes 

undulating walls, those inflicted with the Ekco,... knives present uneven and stair-stepped 

walls, and those inflicted with the Henckels• knives present uneven and remarkably 

clean walls. Also apparent is slight variation in lip formation among the three sets of 

knives: the Farberware• injuries express very slight to slight amounts of lipping; the 

Ekco,... injuries, generally small amounts; and the Henckels• injuries, very slight lipping, 

if any. Chipping and splintering, for their part, seem diagnostic as well - over half of 

the injuries administered by the Farberware• knife show no chipping/splintering, while 
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approximately half of the wounds created with the EkcoTM knives show some 

chipping/splintering and less than half the wounds inflicted with the Henckels• knives 

show no chipping/splintering. 

Generally, the vast majority of wounds constituting the study assemblage 

demonstrate the morphology described above, that of the V-shaped, narrow structure 

with one rounded floor corner. Narrowness and an approximately V-shaped tapered 

floor are observable at the visual level; under magnification, however, the interior 

structure of the cut becomes more evident, as the magnified eye allows for closer 

examination of the walls and floor. The wounds created with the Farberware• knife 

show structures that manifest significant wound edge separation, hardly tapering but 

coming to an open end in the form of a blocky, wide, V-shaped floor that in some cases 

is indeed rounded along one corner. Figure 3 . 33, for example, demonstrates this wide, 

blocky appearance that is straight along one edge and rounded along its opposite. 

These stand in marked contrast to the almost uniformly markedly separated stab 

wounds inflicted with the Henckels• knives. The injuries inflicted with the Henckels• 

knives are narrow wounds that end in more of a slightly pointed, shallow U shape (see 

Figure 3.44). These wounds and those resulting from the use of the Farberware• knife 

assume appearances resembling the serrated knife variants of the "Class A" kerf defined 

by Symes (see Figure 4.2; Symes 1 992:55-57). The EkcoTM injuries, however. with 

distinctive narrow, tapered manifestations, do not. These injuries taper quite sharply to 

a fine, constricted point with little evidence of actual wound floor corners, giving the 

wound an appearance akin to an efficient, streamlined incision (see Figures 3 .27, 3.4 1 ). 

The fact that the wounds administered with the EkcoTM knives express such an aspect is 

not surprising given the morphology of the blades, which are serrated on both sides of 

the blade rather than only one side. The identical serrations on both the left and right 
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sides seem to allow for no difference between the structures of the stab wounds' walls, 

although some difference was demonstrated among the injuries (see Table 3 . 3). 

Bone chipping, splintering, and lip formation are quite plentiful throughout the injury 

assemblage and are relatively distinctive. These traits take on greater significance when 

the determination of directionality comes under consideration (see below). The 

presence of the amount of chipping seen, however, is somewhat surprising, since the 

blades of the knives in question are tapered along both sides; those knives that are 

serrated on only one side express serrations on the left side of the cutting edge while 

the right remains tapered. This implies that, rather than resulting from contact between 

the "non-tapered" side of the cutting edge (see Symes 1 992 : 178-1 80) and the bone 

surface, chipping arises from contact between the bone surface and that beveled side of 

the blade that bears no serrations - with the present knives, the right side. Among the 

injury assemblage, chipping and splintering are concentrated mainly in the wound 

floors, while lip formation is generally more prominent on the vertebral edges of the 

wounds. The stab wounds inflicted with the Farberwaree knife express very little in the 

way of chipping and splintering; where these are visible, however, they are seen in two 

places: the medial aspect of the wound floor and in areas of lipping. Lip formation is 

present in nearly all of the Farberware• stab wound specimens, and it is overwhelmingly 

observed on the vertebral edges of the stab wounds. In all levels of analysis, splintering 

is particularly apparent along these lipped edges (Figure 3 .20). The EkcoTM collection of 

injuries demonstrate a significant amount of chipping and splintering, and lipping is 

ubiquitous, albeit in small amounts. Where they are seen, chipping and splintering are 

visible in both the medial and lateral aspects of the wound floors, and splintering, again, 

is quite visible in areas of lipping. Lip formation takes place in very slight and slight 

degrees in several locations around the wounds, but mainly along the vertebral edges. 
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The lipping in this particular collection of injuries presents in several specimens a 

unique structure wherein the lip itself appears to be cloven in two on the interior surface 

of the edge (Figure 3.25). In the Henckels• collection of wounds, chipping and 

splintering are seen in slight to small amounts in most of the specimens, while lip 

formation is not as easily found, at least at magnified levels. Chipping and splintering 

are generally found in the medial aspect of the wound floors, while some is also visible 

in the lateral aspect and along wound edges. Some chipping, as well as some lip 

formation, is visible in the regions where the few visible incision marks in this collection 

are seen to come together (Figure 3.3 1  ). Lip formation is generally not a striking 

feature of the Henckels• wounds, but where it is observed it is mainly on the vertebral 

edges of the wounds. 

Surprisingly, few incision marks are found throughout the entirety of the stab wound 

assemblage, even under low-power and scanning electron magnification. These small 

auxiliary defects tend to occur when the knife blade leaves the stab wound and its teeth 

drag momentarily across the cortical bone, creating tiny superficial injuries; but their 

diagnostic power is low (Bonte 1 975; Symes 1 992). Thus, they are only touched upon in 

this consideration. Among the injuries administered with the Farberware• knife, only 

two showed any evidence of incision marks. Where this feature occurred, it did so in 

such a way as to appear to extend from the wound floor; in one injury, it appeared on 

the lateral surface, while on another this feature appeared on the medial surface. Three 

of the wounds comprising the EkcoTN collection show evidence of incision, with one 

instance being visible only under magnification. There is no apparent pattern as to 

location in these defects: one occurrence consisting of two small incisions flanks the 

vertebral edge of a wound; another manifestation, a set of three incision marks, is 

located near the sternal end of a wound; and the third lone incision extends from the 
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wound floor of its parent injury on the medial surface. The Henckelse collection of 

injuries shows slightly more frequent incision (four occurrences). The conglomerates of 

defects discussed in Chapter 3 (Figures 3.1, 3 .9, 3 .12 , 3.31) show significant 

expressions of this feature, while the remaining instances of incision are similarly 

noticeable. Only one of these occurs on a lateral surface; generally, these defects 

present themselves on medial surfaces. 

It is in the discussion of wound directionality that chipping, splintering, and lip 

formation come into play. These features are found to some extent in many of the 

specimens constituting the injury assemblage, and can aid in determining the direction 

of the cutting stroke by distinguishing between .. push stroke," when the implement 

enters the bone, and "pull stroke," as it leaves the wound (Symes 1 992: 131-134, 214). 

We see that 

As the saw enters the side of the bone, the blade many times shaves the bone 
entrance to g ive it an almost pol ished and scalloped appearance . . . .  Seldom is 
there chipping as the tooth enters the bone, and if present, it is difficult to 
observe. 

Exit ch ipping Is variable in saw cuts , but is present with few exceptions . . . .  
Examination of bone on each end of the striae wi l l  reveal entrance shaving 

versus exit ch ipping and indicates direction of cutting stroke. Difficu lties arise In 
the interpretation of these features. It is not possible to separate saw user 
preference versus the design of the saw. Since most saws do have a tooth 
designed to cut in a certain direction, pronounced chipping generally does 
indicate the direction of teeth exiting on the cutting stroke [Symes 1 992 : 1 32-
1 3 3]. 

Regardless of these troublesome aspects of the estimation of cutting stroke direction, 

the application of the characteristic features to the problem can prove to be 

enlightening. While no entrance chipping was apparent in any of the wounds in the 

assemblage, it appears that some exit chipping is indeed found - though not 

universally. Chipping, where it occurs in the injuries, is visible mainly in the medial 

aspect of cut floors, which is consistent with the manner in which the wounds were 
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inflicted during the stabbing experiment: generally, experimenters stood on the ventral, 

anterior, or posterior sides of the slain animals, who lay on their left or right sides 

according to the stage of the procedure, administering stabs to the side that was facing 

them. This resulted in stab wounds to the anterior or posterior edges of the ribs that 

entered the bones on the lateral surface. Thus, if entrance shaving had occurred, it 

would most likely have done so on the external (lateral) rib surfaces; and internal 

(medial) chipping is expected. In many cases, this chipping occurs in conjunction with 

and on the same edge as lip formation, which appears to result from the non-serrated 

side of the cutting edge coming into contact with the bone surface as the blade is 

pushed through. Thus, it may be possible to use this trait to re-construct how a blade 

entered a rib, particularly when used in conjunction with exit chipping .9 While the 

investigator differentiated between right-handed and left-handed "assailants" in an 

attempt to correlate stab wound directionality with handedness, it is apparent that little 

basis exists for a direct connection between handedness and wound directionality. This 

is due to the fact that wound directionality indicates only the way in which a blade 

entered its target bone (e.g., into the lateral surface of a bone from an anterior 

position), which is independent of handedness. 

THE I NVESTIGATION: A BRIEF DISCUSSION 

The use of human cadavers would have been preferable from a strictly scientific point of 

view, as the situation would have far better approximated reality and yielded more 

applicable results regarding stab wounds in human ribs. Bromage and Boyde 

9 For example, consider that a number of the wounds express l ipping on the vertebral edge of the 
cut, along with chipping in the medial aspect of the cut floor. This is consistent with an 
experimenter standing on the posterior side of the animal and stabbing from above. 
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(1984:36 1, see 36 6) note that, "Bone tissue type is one variable related to the response 

of bone to a cutting tool," indicating that not all bone tissue is created equal. However, 

such research is unethical. Also, the somewhat random infliction of stab wounds on the 

'Victims" complicated the investigation in that every aspect of the injuries administered 

by the "assailants" cannot be known for certain. We can say, for example, that it is likely 

that an experimenter was standing on the ventral portion of the animal when s/he made 

a stab wound, making it likely that wound attributes such as . chipping and lip formation 

indicate cut d ir�ction, but we cannot be assured. Likewise, it is, for the most part, not 

possible to have pinpoint knowledge of which of the experimenters delivered a certain 

wound, or the force with which s/he inflicted it. The goal of this project from its 

inception was to conduct a practical investigation into the morphological characteristics 

of stab wounds infl icted in osseous tissue by three types of serrated knives, as affected 

by the knives' varying class characteristics. However, the morphological characteristics 

considered have shown themselves to be rather similar in the final analysis, as they have 

been generated from the use of knives with like class characteristics. The inclusion of 

additional knives of different construction would have alleviated this and yielded more 

varying results, likely lead ing to better results in terms of unique identifying traits. 

In applying the research of her forbears to this analysis, what l ittle of it there is, one 

of the implicit objectives quickly became the determination of whether or how much of 

the relatively clean, laboratory-setting experimental research that has graced the field so 

far would be appropriate in the course of everyday investigation; and as a rule it has 

proven to be relatively easily applied. The procedures employed herein were designed 

to mimic as closely as possible the methods by which such wounds would be inflicted in 

reality and subsequently examined, from the choice of the weapons wielded by the 

involved "assailants," to the covering of the "victims" with clothing and the involvement 
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of simple tools of investigation such as the low-power dissecting microscope. According 

to Blumenschine et al. (1 996), this level of detail is sufficient to uncover unique 

identifying traits for cut marks, and preferred to SEM technology because of its relatively 

lesser costs in time and money. In their work, in which they seek to prove this point, 

the authors follow a similar progression in analysis as that used in this study: visual 

examination followed by low-power magnification with hand lens or stereo microscope 

( 1 996). In this study, the examination under low-power magnification conducted 

following the visual inspection builds upon the results of this inspection, bringing to 

bear this basic technology to examine in increasing detail and complexity the stab 

wounds under study. Many of the characteristics identified during the course of the 

visual inspection are clarified with the low-power magnification examination. Some 

characteristics that do not seem terribly diagnostic appear to take on greater importance 

when the dissecting microscope and/or magnifying lens is applied to the analytical 

procedure. While depth and wound edge separation do not change when moving from 

one stage to another - these are relative qualitative terms - the remaining traits are 

explored in greater detail and their apparent diagnostic utility is either confirmed or 

denied by their persistence or failure at the level of low-power magnification. 

Nevertheless, employment of the SEM in this study has been enlightening as to its utility 

in forensic investigation. As described, SEM technology is proving itself to be an 

ascending star in the world of anthropological cut mark analysis, although it has not 

been applied in the realm of forensic research and investigation (see Houck 1 998). 

Financial constraints, limited access, time, and inadequate technical training generally 

disallow a forensic anthropological investigator from making effective use of this 

important new resource at this point in time, to the point that Blumenschine et al. 

( 1 996 :504) consider "the expense, time, and volume restriction of the SEM unnecessary" 
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in light of low-power magnification techniques. These limiting factors may be more 

powerful deterrents to implementing SEM technology for a forensic investigator working 

without benefit of easy access to a medical center or university where a scanning 

electron microscope resides. Nevertheless, its utility can be great if employed in 

conjunction with other research methods, even though its application is limited for the 

forensic anthropologist at this point due to the factors describe� above. The results of 

the procedures followed during this study are meticulously documented in the hope that 

they will inform future research, especially when viewed in light of the statistics 

surrounding homicides both in the United States and abroad. 

FINAL SUMMARY 

Crime statistics from around the world indicate that, while firearms have become the 

deadly weapon of choice for many, bladed weapons still run an alarmingly close second. 

Kitchen knives are easily obtained and can be lethal, and as such the analysis of the 

wounds they inflict, particularly at the osteological level, demand the attention of the 

forensic community. The main objective of this investigation is to generate a list of 

traits that characterize three pairs of common serrated kitchen knives through a three

tiered analysis that examined stab wounds administered with these knives to three 

euthanized domestic pigs at the gross morphological, low-power magnification, and 

scanning electron microscopy levels. By doing so, the investigator hopes to better 

enable herself and other forensic investigators to more easily determine the identity of a 

particular homicide weapon, or to more accurately inform the investigations of law 

enforcement officers as to the type of weapon they might be searching for in a particular 

case. This goal is met in the list of diagnostic features for the Farberware, • Ekco,... 

"Flint" and Henckels• "Eversharp-Pro" knife sets presented in Table 4. 1. 
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TABLE 4. 1 .  Summary of stab wound morphology features diagnostic of the Farberware,• EkcoTN 

·Flint,· and Henckels• ·Eversharp-Pro· knives used in this study. 

FEATURE FARBERWARE EKCO "FLINT" HENCKELS 
·EVERSHARRP-PRO" 

DEGREE OF WOUND Marked Moderate/Marked Moderate 

EDGE SEPARATION 

CHIPPING/SPLINTERING Little (slight to Some (slight to Much (moderate to marked) 
moderate) evident moderate) evident evident 

LIP FORMATION Some (slight) evident Some (slight to Little (slight to moderate) to 
moderate) evident; none evident 

this may show divided 
or "cleft-lip" 
appearance 

WALL/FLOOR Uneven, undulating Uneven, stepped Uneven, clean appearance 

APPEARANCE appearance with appearance with with slightly pointed U-
wide, rectangular V· extremely tapered shaped floor 

sha2!5! floor floor 

The Farberware• knives have slender, thin blades, straight spines, and edges that 

curve to the point that demonstrate an edge bevel along the length of the right side and 

bear serrations in an alternating major/minor blade pattern along the non-beveled left 

side. The stab wounds inflicted with these knives are injuries that express a marked 

degree of wound edge separation, little (slight to moderate, if any) chipping or 

splintering, some (mainly slight) lip formation, and an uneven, undulating wall 

appearance with wide, blocky and rectangular V-shaped wound floors. The EkcoTM 

knives have blades that are slightly wider but of equal thickness with spines and edges 

that both taper to the point, giving the implement an extended pyramidal shape, and 

show a constant scalloped serration pattern on both sides of the blade. The stab 

wounds inflicted with these knives show some variation in wound edge separation 

(moderate to marked), slight to moderate degrees of chipping/splintering and lip 

formation, some evidence of a ·c1eft-lip" appearance in those injuries that do express lip 

formation, and uneven, stair-stepped walls with extremely tapered wound floors. The 
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Henckelse "Eversharp-Pro" knives have wide, thick blades that appear to be less prone to 

bending and breaking than the previous knife sets, spines and edges that both taper to 

a point in an extended triangular shape, a uniform edge bevel on the right side and a 

constant wide serrated blade pattern (5-inch) or constant narrow serrated blade pattern 

(8-inch) on the left. The stab wounds inflicted with these knives demonstrate a 

moderate degree of wound edge separation, moderate to marked degrees of chipping 

and splintering, little (slight to moderate) to no lip formation, and an uneven, clean wall 

appearance with slightly pointed U-shaped wound floors. In considering these traits, it 

is important to bear in mind that one feature alone does not a positive identification 

make; these seem to work best when used as a suite. Greater weight, however, may be 

given to wall appearance and floor structure, as they seem to be especially d istinctive 

for each type of implement. Additionally, we have seen that a determination of cut 

directionality may be obtained through the careful application of some of these 

characteristics, although this does not appear to indicate the handedness of the 

individual who infl icted the stab wound. 
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